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The oxidative dehydrogenation of n-octane over different molybdates was investigated using a 
continuous flow fixed bed reactor in the temperature range of 350-550 °C at 50 °C intervals.  
Molybdates investigated in this study were synthesized by the co-precipitation method and 
characterized by powder and in situ (oxidation and reduction) X-Ray diffraction (XRD), BET-
surface area measurements, inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-
OES), Raman spectroscopy, scanning electron microscopy (SEM), temperature programmed 
reduction (TPR) and temperature programmed oxidation (TPO).  Molybdates focus of this study 
was magnesium molybdate (MM) and cobalt molybdate (CM).  In the case of magnesium 
molybdate, catalysts with different magnesium : molybdenum ratios were synthesized (i.e. 0.87, 
0.98, 1.06 and 1.25 magnesium : molybdenum).  While for cobalt molybdate the ratio of cation 
to molybdenum was kept near the stoichiometric ratio. 
The influence of the synergistic effect between molybdenum trioxide and molybdate was 
investigated using MM.  An increase of the molybdenum content in the catalysts resulted in an 
increase in the surface area of the catalysts and in the TPR results the intensity of the reduction 
peak corresponding to molybdenum trioxide increased as the molybdenum content increased, 
which marked an increase in the n-octane conversion.  The preliminary catalytic testing was at a 
gas hourly space velocity (GHSV) of 4000 h-1 and carbon to oxygen ratio of 8:3 C:O.  The 
highest conversion of n-octane and selectivity to value added products (i.e. octenes and 
aromatics) was obtained over the two catalysts with near stoichiometric ratio of molybdenum / 
magnesium (i.e. MM 0.98 and 1.06).  The surface acidity of the catalysts was altered by varying 
the molybdenum content, which in return influenced the selectivity of the catalyst.  Used catalyst 
characterization by Raman spectroscopy showed all catalysts were still dominated by the 




Both molybdates (i.e. MM and CM) with a near stoichiometric ratio of cation : molybdenum 
were tested under different oxidation environments ranging from oxygen lean to oxygen rich 
environments (i.e. carbon : oxygen ratio of 8:0, 8:1, 8:2, 8:3 and 8:4).  The conversion of n-
octane over all molybdates increased as the oxygen concentration in the reaction feed increased.  
The carbon to oxygen ratio also greatly influences the selectivity of the catalyst.  In general 
terms as the oxygen concentration increased the selectivity to octenes decreased and selectivity 
to aromatics increased, while the selectivity to COx increased and peaked at the reaction 
temperature close to the onset reduction temperature of the catalyst.  The chemical stability of 
the catalyst was also altered by the oxygen concentration as determined by characterization of 
the used catalyst by powder XRD and Raman spectroscopy.  In the case of MM and CM the 
initial phases of the catalyst was maintained and stable under moderate to oxygen rich 
environments (i.e. 8:2, 8:3 and 8:4 carbon : oxygen), while under oxygen lean environments (i.e. 
8:0 and 8:1 carbon : oxygen) phase segregation takes place and molybdenum oxide dominates 
the catalysts. 
The effect of the cation in the molybdate structure was highlighted by comparing the activity and 
selectivity of the magnesium molybdate catalyst and the cobalt molybdate catalyst under iso-
conversion and iso-thermal conditions.  Magnesium molybdate seems to favor olefin formation, 
while cobalt molybdate favors aromatics, based on the iso-conversion results.  Considering the 
iso-thermal comparison between the two molybdates, the data indicate that cobalt molybdate is 
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This thesis is formatted as a combination of four technical papers.  Each paper consists of an 
abstract, introduction, experimental section, results and discussion section and a summary and 
conclusion sections, as well as figures, tables and schemes. 
 Chapter one contains an introduction to catalysis, with the emphasis on different 
techniques for paraffin activation (mainly ODH).  The most used catalysts and the 
properties that influence their activity and selectivity are discussed.  Furthermore, this 
chapter also discusses the different approaches that researchers took to improve activity 
and selectivity of molybdate based catalysts.  This chapter also includes the motivation 
for this study. 
 Chapter two contains the first paper, which deals with the effect of the molybdenum 
content in magnesium molybdate catalysts in the conversion of n-octane and selectivity to 
value added products.  It also discusses the stability of the catalysts under the reaction 
conditions.   
 Chapter three contains the second paper, in which the effect of the carbon to oxygen ratio 
on the catalyst stability, activity and selectivity was investigated using a magnesium 
molybdate catalyst with a near stoichiometric ratio of Mg:Mo. 
 Chapter four contains the third paper, where the effect of the carbon to oxygen ratio was 
investigated using a cobalt molybdate catalyst with a ratio of Co:Mo near the 
stoichiometric ratio, in terms of the catalyst activity, selectivity and stability. 
 Chapter five contains the fourth paper (communication), where the effect of the cation in 
the molybdate was discussed in terms of the catalyst’s chemical stability and catalytic 
performance (activity and selectivity). 
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Paraffin activation and molybdates 
1.1) Catalysis 
 
Catalysis and catalysts play a major role in very many different types of industries (e.g. 
pharmaceutical, petrochemical, etc.).  A catalyst is defined as a “substance that increases 
the rate at which a chemical system approaches equilibrium, without being consumed in 
the process” [1].  Any catalyst usually works by providing a new pathway to the products 
with a lower activation energy [1].  Consequently, there is a great amount of money and 
man-power focused on development and improvement of catalysts in industry and 
academia.  
Catalysis plays an important role in the energy resources and chemical production fields.  
Around 75% of chemicals produced make use of catalysis, for example, in the production 
of intermediates in pharmaceuticals, fibers, dyes and they are also used in crude oil 
refining and chemical transformation.  There are different types or branches of catalysis, 
which mainly differ is the number of physical states in the reaction or in the choice of 
catalyst used.  The three main branches of catalysis are; heterogeneous, homogeneous 
and biological catalysis [2].  In heterogeneous catalysis the catalyst is typically a solid, 
while the reactants are either in a gas or a liquid phase.  In homogeneous catalysis the 
catalyst is in the same physical state as the reactant.  Biological catalysis includes the use 
of enzymes and biologically active catalysts in the laboratories.  Each class or branch of 
catalysis has its advantages and disadvantages. Table 1.1 shows the main advantages and 
disadvantages between heterogeneous and homogeneous catalysis [3, 4].  The main 
advantage of heterogeneous catalysis is the fact that the catalyst can be recycled, making 
this type of catalysis desirable for industrial applications, especially when PGM metals 
are used.  However, the main disadvantages of heterogeneous catalysis are the often 
harsh reaction conditions and the low selectivity to the target product.  On the other hand, 
2 
 
homogeneous catalysis usually gives good selectivity to the target products and the 
reaction can be carried out under mild conditions.  However, the main disadvantage of 
homogeneous catalysis is the fact that the catalyst cannot easily be recycled. 
Table 1.1: Properties comparison between homogeneous and heterogeneous catalysis [5] 
Properties Homogeneous catalyst Heterogeneous catalyst 
Active centers Most atoms are active Only surface atoms are 
active 
Concentration Low High 
Selectivity High Lower 
Diffusion problems Practically absent Present (mass-transfer-
controlled reaction) 
Reaction condition(s) Mild (50-200 °C) Severe (often > 250 °C) 
Applicability  Limited Wide 
Activity loss Irreversible reaction with 
the products (cluster 
formation), poisoning 
Sintering of metal 
crystallites, poisoning 
Structure/ stoichiometry Defined  Undefined 
Modification possibility High Low 
Thermal stability Low High 
Catalyst separation  Laborious Simple 
Catalyst recycling Possible Unnecessary 








1.2) Methods of paraffin activation 
 
There are number of different approaches to activating paraffins that have been 
developed and are in use since the first quarter of the last century.  These processes 
include steam cracking, dehydrogenation, homogeneous C-H activation and lately 
oxidative dehydrogenation [6, 7]. This work will discuss steam cracking, 
dehydrogenation and oxidative dehydrogenation.  For homogeneous C-H activation the 
reader is referred to the reviews by Crabtree [8] and Jun [9], where the thermodynamics 
and kinetics, organometallic complexes, co-oxidants and metal centers have been 
discussed among other factors. 
1.2.1) Steam cracking 
 
The steam cracking process for the activation of paraffins has been in practice for the past 
50 years [6].  In this process paraffin activation takes place through pyrolysis, when the 
paraffin and steam are heated at high temperature (e.g. 800 °C).  This method can be used 
for the activation of a large number of feeds as long as their boiling point is below 600 °C 
[6].  The steam cracking process can be divided into two parts, which are: part one; the 
feed and steam are preheated at the initial cracking temperature (i.e. 500 – 680 °C).  Part 
two; the stream is fed into the high temperature reactor (i.e. 750 – 875 °C), where the 
steam pyrolysis takes place [10].  At this stage the contact time between the catalyst and 
feed is maintained at 0.1 to 0.5 seconds to control activity and selectivity.  The selectivity 
in the steam cracking process is influenced by the partial pressure of the reactants as well 
as the ratio of feed to steam.  The product profile in a steam cracking process is 
dominated by olefins and diolefins, which both are more reactive than the starting 
material (i.e. paraffin).  To prevent subsequent reactions leading to a decrease in 
selectivity and yield of target products, the reactor efluent is quenched during 0.02 – 0.1 
seconds [10].  Thereafter, the products are separated by a combination of distillation and 
absorption processes [6, 10]. 
There are different classes of catalyst used in the steam cracking process, however, 
zeolites have been extensively investigated due to their good activity, surface acidity and 
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shape selectivity (pore structure).  There have been a number of modifications carried out 
on zeolites (mainly ZSM-5) to improve their selectivity and stability [11, 12].  One of the 
widely investigated modifications is by introduction of phosphorus into ZSM-5 [13, 14].  
This modifications improved the selectivity to propylene and butene from n-decane 
cracking, also phosphorus stabilized the aluminum framework of ZSM-5 [14].  Another 
effect that was investigated is the introduction of iron in ZSM-5 in iso-butane cracking.  
The findings showed that low loading of iron improved activity and selectivity to total 
olefins formed compared to olefins obtained with high iron loading [12].  The effect of 
introduction of rare earth metals (i.e. La, Ce, Pr, Nd, Sm, Eu or Gd) in ZSM-5 improved 
the selectivity to olefins, however, the conversion was slightly influenced.  Ce/ZSM-5 
showed the highest selectivity to olefins, while Nd/ZSM-5 showed the highest selectivity 
to propene at 600 °C from propane [11]. 
Steam cracking is the main industrial process used for the production of ethene, however, 
there are a number of challenges or disadvantages associated with the process.  For 
example, the high reaction temperature translates into high energy (i.e. heat) demand.  
The production of ethene from ethane requires 16 G J t-1 and 23 G J t-1 when naphtha is 
used as the feed.  The second disadvantage is coke formation on the reactor tube walls, 
which is burned off by using air and steam.  This process requires shut down of the 
reactor and that has economic implications for the process [6, 15]. 
1.2.2) Dehydrogenation 
 
During World War II there was a great need for high octane content aviation fuel.  That 
resulted in the use of the dehydrogenation process to take butane to butene over a 
chromia-alumina catalyst, then butenes were dimerized to octenes and then hydrogenated 
to octane [7, 16].  This process was developed and commercialized independently by 
Leuna in Germany and by Universal Oil Products in the USA [7, 17].  In the early 1940’s 
two other plants came on line in England by Universal Oil Products for the same purpose 
of producing octane from butane, however, they used solid phosphoric acid developed by 
Schaad and Ipatieff rather than the chromium based catalyst [17].  The second phase of 
the development was carried out by Houdry where the dehydrogenation process was 
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carried out below atmospheric pressure with higher per-pass conversion [18].  This 
process became commercial for the production of butene by the end of World War II.  
Furthermore, Houdry developed and commercialized the use of a chromium alumimium 
catalyst for the production of butadiene (Catadiene™) [7, 19].  Due to those 
developments, a number of companies built dehydrogenation plants, such as: Gulf, DOW 
and Shell [7].  Houdry did not stop work on dehydrogenation over chromimum alumina 
catalysts and in the later part of the 1980’s they developed and commercialized the 
dehydrogenation of propane to propylene and isobutene to isobutylene through a cyclic 
process similar to that in Catadiene™ [7, 19]. 
In the 1960’s dehydrogenation found new horizons in the production of long chain mono-
olefins from long chain paraffins.  This work was initialized by Haensel [16] in the 
1940’s where he showed the platinum based catalysts are selective in the 
dehydrogenation of long chain paraffins.  In the 1960’s Bloch [20] further improved the 
selectivity of platinum based catalysts to internal mono-olefins from the dehydrogenation 
of long chain paraffins by lowering the selectivity to cracked products.  Due to the 
importance of long chain olefins in the production of biodegradable detergents, a number 
of plants were build starting with the Universal Oil Products process called Pacol™ [21].  
By the year 1999 there were 30 commercial platinum based catalyst dehydrogenation 
plants worldwide targeting the production of long chain olefins [7]. 
1.2.2.1) Advantages vs disadvantages of dehydrogenation 
 
Dehydrogenation processes offer a number of important advantages that justify all the 
effort and investment focused on their development and commercialization.  The main 
advantages that are associated with the dehydrogenation process are the high selectivity 
to target products, in addition, the hydrogen produced by the reaction (abstracted from 
paraffin) has economic value.  However, the dehydrogenation process or reaction suffers 





1.2.2.1.1) Thermodynamic limitation 
 
The conversion in the dehydrogenation reaction is limited by the chemical equilibrium 
(Eq. 1), where X2e is the equilibrium conversion, Kp is the equilibrium constant for the 
dehydrogenation reaction and P is the total absolute pressure.  According to Le 
Chaterlier’s equilibrium principle, to force the reaction in a specific direction (towards 
reactants or products), some reaction conditions must be altered, such as reaction 
temperature, pressure, concentration of starting material, etc.  In the case of the 
dehydrogenation reaction both temperature and pressure can be manipulated to increase 
conversion [7].  Higher conversion of paraffins is usually achieved at high temperature 
and low pressure. 




The other point worth mentioning is the relationship between the length of the paraffin 
chain and the equilibrium constant in the dehydrogenation of those paraffins.  Fig. 1.1 
shows that the increase in the chain length is accompanied by an increase in the 
equilibrium constant for paraffins from C1 to C16.  These findings indicate that 
dehydrogenation of short paraffins requires more energy (i.e. heat) than that of long chain 
paraffins.  However, the increase in the equilibrium conversion at high temperatures 
brings on other limitations, such as deactivation of the catalyst, mainly through coking, 
and increase in selectivity to side reaction products leading to a decrease in the selectivity 





Figure 1.1:  The relationship between the carbon number and equilibrium constant in the  
                    dehydrogenation process of paraffins at 500 °C. Reprinted from publication  
                  [7] with permission from Elsevier. 
To improve the life time of the dehydrogenation process, in the early 1970’s UOP 
introduced new technology, the continuous catalyst regeneration (CCR), that allowed 
continuous use of catalyst or limits shut down periods.  This process was mainly used 
with noble metal based catalysts, because they can withstand harsh reaction conditions, 
and the use of CCR technology meant it was feasible to design and build large scale 
dehydrogenation units (UOP OleflexTM).  Another approach or process was developed by 
Philips petroleum, where a multitubulular reactor design was used and with this system 
the shutdown period was reduced and there was also no need for a noble metal based 
catalyst.  When the catalyst deactivated due to coking, then banks of the tubes can be 
removed and serviced while the others are still in place.  This technology is known as 
STAR and now owned by Krupp-Uhde [7].  To overcome the equilibrium limitations of 
the dehydrogenation process an approach is the use of a selective extractor of the 
hydrogen produced, which is usually a membrane in what is known as membrane 
reactors.  This technique allows achieving similar conversion and selectivity obtained 
with conventional reactor setups at lower reaction temperature [22]. 
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1.2.2.1.2) Endothermic reaction 
 
The dehydrogenation reaction is an endothermic reaction [6, 7, 23] and this introduces 
challenges in industrial applications.  For example, the chromium alumina catalysts are 
heated in part by the heat that is stored in the catalyst during the regeneration step 
(through coke burn off).  Further heat is also provided from the redox cycle of chromium 
in the catalyst.  Due to this character of the dehydrogenation reaction a lot of heat must be 
provided.  Furthermore, the total reactor cycle is as short as 10-20 min, this is mainly due 
to the availability of the required heat source(s) [7].  
Due to the high need for heat and the use of the dehydrogenation reaction in non-cyclic 
mode, researchers have developed fluidized bed reactors.  However, this approach results 
in a decrease in selectivity to target products due to what is known as a back mixing 
process that takes place in dense fluidized bed reactors [24]. 
 
1.2.2.2) Other approaches to dehydrogenation 
 
There have been different approaches to the direct dehydrogenation of paraffins to olefins 
and diolefins, these approaches or methodologies are [7]; 
(1) Halogen assisted dehydrogenation. 
(2) Oxidative dehydrogenation. 
In the halogen assisted approach paraffins (mainly heavy) are first chlorinated and then 
dehydrochlorinated to produce olefins.  This approach or process was carried out 
commercially in the past by Hüls and Shell [25].  The other example can be the pyrolysis 
of methane in the presence of chlorine to produce acetylene and ethylene.  The 
disadvantages associated with this approach are the chemical properties of halogens (e.g. 
corrosion), in addition to the economic impact of the use of high quantities of halogens 
and the cost associated with recycle and/or disposal of halogens [7]. 
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The second approach relies on the use of oxygen rather than halogens in the 
dehydrogenation of paraffins.  The use of oxygen overcomes the main two disadvantages 
associated with the use of halogens. 
1.2.3) Oxidative dehydrogenation  
 
The oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) process has gained a lot of interest in the last 
decade for the activation of paraffins to form olefins and aromatics.  Although there are 
two established industrial processes for paraffin activation (i.e. steam cracking and 
dehydrogenation) to mainly olefins [26], there is still room or rather a need for 
improvement judging by the disadvantages or drawbacks associated with using those 
processes. 
Oxidative dehydrogenation can be looked at from two points of view [6, 7], which are: 
(1) The oxygen introduced into the reaction feed reacts with the hydrogen abstracted 
from paraffin in the first step of paraffin activation forming water.  This shifts the 
equilibrium towards products formation as described by Le Chatelier’s 
equilibrium principle.  Therefore, the equilibrium constraint on the 
dehydrogenation is removed and higher conversion of paraffins can be achieved.  
This approach was used commercially in the UOP Styro-puls™ [27, 28] process 
for the production of styrene through dehydrogenation of ethylbenzene. 
(2) Oxygen introduced in the reaction feed can re-oxidize the catalyst after it is 
reduced by the paraffin during the activation step by the lattice oxygen present in 
the catalyst.  This will lead to the catalyst being stable for a longer period of time 
and prevent or limit carboneous material (coke) deposits on the catalyst.  This 
method was successfully used for commercializing the production of dibutene 





1.2.3.1) Advantages of oxidative dehydrogenation 
 
Oxidative dehydrogenation has a number of advantages over the well-established 
processes (i.e. steam cracking and dehydrogenation), these advantages can be described 
as follows; 
(1) Introduction of oxygen to the reaction feed removes the thermodynamic and 
equilibrium limitation associated with the direct dehydrogenation process [28, 
29]. 
(2) The oxidative dehydrogenation reaction is exothermic, thus less energy is 
required to carry out the reaction [23], unlike steam cracking and 
dehydrogenation, where a lot of equipment and different sources of heat must be 
utilized in order to maintain the high reaction temperature.  Thus, since the 
process is exothermic, the reaction can be carried out at lower temperatures [7, 23, 
30]. 
(3) The presence of oxygen in the feed prevents or limits coke formation on the 
surface of the catalyst.  Therefore, there are no needs for shut-down periods or 
regeneration steps to remove coke as is the case for steam cracking and 
dehydrogenation, respectively [31]. 
(4) The possibility of formation of oxygenated aromatics, which is not possible with 
steam cracking and dehydrogenation [31, 32]. 
1.2.3.2) Disadvantages of oxidative dehydrogenation 
 
Oxidative dehydrogenation has a number of disadvantages or areas that require a 
substantial amount of research to improve the process, these areas are [31]: 
(1) The selectivity to target products is lower than desired; this is due to secondary 
reactions and deep oxidation forming COx. 
(2) The main by-product of ODH is COx which is economically less valuable than 
hydrogen that is produced from dehydrogenation [33]. 
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(3) There are safety precautions that must be in place, since the oxygen-paraffin 
mixtures can be explosive if not maintained at the right hydrocarbon to oxygen 
ratios [7]. 
1.2.3.3) Considerations with oxidative dehydrogenation 
 
Some of the main challenges facing commercializing of ODH are the selectivity to value 
added products (e.g. olefins).  This is mainly due to the higher reactivity of paraffin ODH 
products in comparison to the paraffin.  With that in mind, the major need for a selective 
catalyst in ODH arises to improve the yields of olefins in ODH to make the process 
economically valuable.  Researchers have used or investigated different classes of 
catalysts, mainly in the ODH of short chain paraffins.  However, before discussing the 
different classes of catalyst, one must consider the different pathways or general 
mechanisms that can be used to explain the ODH reaction and also what catalyst 
characteristics can influence catalyst activity and selectivity. 
1.2.3.4) Mechanism considerations  
 
There are a number of established and accepted mechanisms in the field of heterogeneous 
catalysis.  The most discussed mechanism for oxidative dehydrogenation is the Mars and 
van Krevelen (MvK) mechanism, where the selectivity and activity of the catalyst relates 
to the catalyst reducibility [34, 35].  Paraffins (starting materials) reduce the catalyst and 
then the oxidant co-fed with the paraffin will re-oxidize the catalyst and the cycle carries 





Figure 1.2: Systematic description of the MvK mechanism where oxygen is used as  
                  the oxidant in the reaction [34]. 
This redox mechanism requires a catalyst with high electrical conductivity and good 
oxygen storage capacity and mobility.  The lattice oxygen greatly influences both activity 
and selectivity of the catalyst.  The higher the oxygen storage capacity and mobility, the 
higher the activity and selectivity as shown in the ODH of propane [36]. 
Grasselli et al. [37, 38] proposed a mechanism (Fig. 1.3) for propane ODH over 
molybdate based catalysts.  The rate-limiting step is the abstraction of the methylene 
hydrogen which is followed by abstraction of another hydrogen, after which the 
propylene molecule desorbs from the catalyst surface.  The lattice oxygen that carries out 
the dehydrogenation is replaced by the oxygen in the feed and the catalytic cycle starts 
again.  Therefore, lattice oxygen lability, reducability of the catalyst and electronic 




Figure 1.3:  Proposed mechanism for the ODH of propane over a molybdate based  
                   catalyst. Reprinted from publication [37] with permission from Elsevier. 
1.2.3.5) Factors influencing catalyst performance 
 
Catalyst activity (in terms of paraffin conversion) and selectivity (to value added 
products) in ODH is influenced by a number of factors that differ from one catalyst to 
another.  Some of these factors are: acid-base sites, surface defects, surface oxygen 
species, metal oxygen bond strength and functionality of the active sites and cooperation 
between phases.  Here some of the main factors are discussed. 
1.2.3.5.1) Acid-base character 
 
Transition metals or cations can be classified into hard or soft acids and bases by 
following the Pearson’s hard soft acid base theory (HSAB theory) [39, 40].  Interactions 
between a soft acid and a soft base are stronger than the interaction between a soft acid 
and a hard base or vice versa.  Considering paraffins and olefins, in general, as soft bases, 
therefore, to increase the desorption rate of the olefin from the catalyst surface, the 
catalyst must be considered to be a hard acid, in order to prevent deep oxidation of the 
primary products of ODH to COx.  According to HSAB theory, cations in the d1 group 
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are hard acids, while cations with empty or full d orbitals are considered as soft acids.  
For example, the selectivity to benzene from propylene increased over metal oxides 
possessing weak basic or weak acid sites [40].  The acid-base character influences the 
selectivity of the catalyst through the adsorption/desorption rate.  The slower the 
desorption rate of the primary products, the longer time it spent on the catalyst surface, 
which could lead to deep oxidation or a sequential reaction to form a secondary product. 
Similar observations were made by Pillay et al. [23] showing that an increase in the 
molybdenum content in nickel molybdate resulted in an increase in surface acidity and 
thereafter the COx selectivity increased [23]. 
1.2.3.5.2) Oxygen-metal bond 
 
The strength of the oxygen-metal bond varies with the different oxidation states of the 
metal and the degree of reduction of the catalyst.  This affects the catalyst activity and 
selectivity, particularly for a redox active catalyst [6, 41].  The strength of the oxygen-
metal bond can be correlated to the activity and selectivity as a volcano plot [41].  For 
example, taking into consideration the supported vanadium catalyst, when the vanadium 
loading increases in the support, it becomes more dense and that weakens the oxygen- 
metal bond and increases activity, however, the selectivity of the catalyst decreases [42, 
43].  On the other hand, when vanadium loading is low the oxygen-metal bond becomes 
stronger and the selectivity of the catalyst to value added products increased.  For this 
reason, silica supported vanadium shows high selectivity because no polymeric vanadium 
species are present. 
Another aspect of the oxygen present in the reaction, in general, is the nature of the 
oxygen species.  Oxygen species that could be present in the ODH reaction can be 
grouped into two main types, which are: electrophilic and nucleophilic oxygen species.  
They determine whether activation will be through nucleophilic attack or electrophilic 
attack.  The presence of these species depends on two factors, the oxidation state of the 
cation and its environment, that in turn influences the polarization strength of the M=O 
bond.  In the case of nucleophilic oxygen species (i.e. M=O), deprotonation of the 




polarized M=O bonds (i.e. M=O), they will favor homolytic reactions as in the allylic 
olefin dehydrogenation.  The third case is the electrophilic M=O bond and this will lead 
to attack on conjugated bonds (i.e. double bond or aromatic ring) [39].  
The choice of oxidant in ODH also influences the activity and selectivity of the catalyst.  
When CO2 is used rather than O2, the activity of the catalyst decreases because the former 
re-oxidize the reduced catalyst at a much slower rate than the latter.  However, the 
selectivity of the catalyst improved, which could be a result of the mild oxidant that limits 
deep oxidation and by that improving the overall selectivity [44].  
1.2.3.5.3) Surface defects 
 
The presence of surface defects in terms of steps, kinks and/or corners, improves the 
selectivity and activity of the catalyst compared to a catalyst with no surface defects [45, 
46].  This could be due to the cation having vacant coordination positions which can be 
considered as preferential adsorption sites or Lewis acid sites.  For example, the 
oxidation of n-butane to maleic anhydride over (VO)2P2O7 shows better activity over less 
crystalline (VO)2P2O7 than over the well crystalline (VO)2P2O7 catalyst.  Zeng [47] 
modified and manipulated the surface of molybdenum oxide through chemical etching, 
but the effect of this treatment was not catalytically investigated.  Ressler et al. [48-51] 
investigated the dynamic change on MoO3 under propane oxidation, showing the 
structural and chemical changes that took place.  Lee et al. [52] showed that crystalline 
molybdenum oxide on the surface of magnesium molybdate decreased the activity of the 
catalyst in the oxidative dehydrogenation of propane [52]. 
1.2.3.6) Catalyst classes in oxidative dehydrogenation 
 
With the aim of addressing the selectivity challenge with the ODH of paraffins, 
researchers have worked with different classes or types of catalyst.  Those catalysts vary 






1.2.3.6.1) Metal oxides 
 
Mixed metal oxides from a catalytic point of view are oxygen containing compounds and 
materials that contain two or more metallic ions, the ratio of these ions can be varied to 
obtain specific properties.  These materials are widely used in catalysis mainly for their 
redox behavior and acid base character [53].  Mixed metal oxides are widely used in 
different catalysis fields; such as, organic synthesis [53], hydrogenation reactions [54], 
CO oxidation [55], water gas shift reactions [56], steam cracking [57], dehydrogenation 
and oxidative dehydrogenation [7, 58, 59], to name few.  However, when considering 
industrial implemented catalyst, they usually tend to have more than metals in the 
catalyst.  This is mainly to tailor specific character(s) of the catalyst that may lead to 
improvement in the activity, selectivity and/or stability.  Considering the Pt-Sn/support 
catalyst that is commercially used for dehydrogenation of light to C14 paraffins as an 
example, the addition of tin is believed to improve activity, selectivity and stability by 
neutralizing the acidity of the support (usually Al2O4, ZnAl2O4 or MgAl2O4).  Tin also 
interacts electronically with platinum and that reduces the ensemble effect that favour 
coke formation.  Furthermore, this catalyst is usually promoted with alkali metals and 
other metals to further modify the surface acidity, morphology and activity with certain 
percentage of a coke formation on the surface of the catalyst.  The support is there to 
improve the surface area of the catalyst and reduce sintering [60]. 
Transition metal oxides have been extensively investigated or explored for paraffin 
activation through ODH.  The main advantage of transition metals is that they have 
different numbers of stable oxidation states that make them ideal in ODH, since they can 
carry on in a redox cycle [6]. 
Two metals have been widely investigated in the activation of short chain and, to a lesser 
extent, medium chain paraffins.  These two metals are vanadium and molybdenum. 
1.2.3.6.2) Vanadium oxide 
 
The vanadium cation can be in the +3, +4 and +5 oxidation state, which makes it a 
potential catalyst for ODH due to its redox property.  Due to this, among other reasons, 
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there is a vast number of reports for vanadium-based catalysts in the ODH of paraffins [6, 
29, 58, 61-70].  The activity and selectivity of supported vanadium oxide can be 
influenced and/or tailored by a number of factors, such as: 
(1) Vanadium loading on the support. 
(2) Choice of support 
(3) Dopants  
1.2.3.6.2.1) Vanadium loading on the support 
 
To understand the effect of vanadium loading, researchers opted to establish the active 
site, to determine if it is the V=O bond or the bridging V-O-support bond.  Martinez-
Huerta et al. [71] investigated the activity and selectivity of vanadium on γ-Al2O3.  Three 
different catalysts were synthesized (i.e. isolated vanadium species, polymeric and V2O5 
nanoparticles) and extensively characterized.  The effect of vanadium loading was mainly 
on the vanadium species present on the support.  At low loading a monolayer of 
vanadium species or a sub-monolayer is present that is dominated by V-O-support 
species and there are few terminal V=O species.  Increase in vanadium loading results in 
the catalyst becoming dominated by V-O-V bridging bonds and few terminal V=O and 
V-O-support species [72].  As the loading of vanadium increases the reduction 
temperature of the catalyst decreases.  In the case of V2O5 nanoparticles or isolated 
vanadium species, the reduction temperature increases due to the difficulty of reducing 
the vanadium species.  Since the high loaded vanadium catalyst is dominated by V-O-V 
species and that these did not influence the activity, it was concluded that V-O-V is not 
catalytically active or it is not the active site in the ODH of ethane.  Furthermore, since 
V=O species did not influence the catalyst reduction, it was also ruled out as the active 
site [72-74].  Thus, the active site was said to be the V-O-support species since it’s the 
only possible species [6].   
Elkalifa and Friedrich [58] and Dasireddy et al. [75] found a similar effect of vanadium 
loading where an increase in the vanadium loading resulted in an increase in the 
conversion of n-octane, when vanadium was supported on MgO [58] and hydroxyapatite 
[75, 76].  Martinez-Huerta et al. [71] showed a similar trend in the ODH of ethane over 
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vanadium on γ-Al2O3 and they concluded that this could be due to the vanadium free γ-
Al2O3 acidic sites at low vanadium loading which promotes deep oxidation to mainly CO.  
At high vanadium loading, vanadium is responsible for the overall acidity of the catalyst.  
It’s noteworthy that there are still debates and conflicts between theoretical and 
experimental data on the active site in the vanadium based systems. 
1.2.3.6.2.2) Choice of support 
 
The choice of the support plays an important role in the activity and selectivity of 
vanadium based catalysts.  Support type influences the acidity of the catalyst and the 
interaction between vanadium and support.  The structure of the support also plays a role, 
as do the vanadium species present. 
Some of the widely used and investigated supports for vanadium are; γ-Al2O3 [77], SiO 
[78], MgO [58], however, some other supports have been reported such as hydroxyapatite 
[61, 75, 76] with different cations [76].  Le Bars et al. [77] compared the activity and 
selectivity of vanadium supported on γ-Al2O3 and SiO2.  There results showed that 
vanadium supported on the former shows better activity and selectivity than on the latter.  
This could be due to better dispersion of vanadium on γ-Al2O3 rather than on SiO2; this 
makes the vanadium more easily reduced by ethane leading to better activity.  The other 
support that is widely used is MgO, which is basic, stable and inexpensive.  On MgO 
there are various vanadium phases that can exist.  Those phases are the metavanadate 
(MgV2O6), pyrovanadate (Mg2V2O7) and orthovanadate (Mg3V2O8).  Those different 
phases have different selectivity to different products as shown by Elkalifa and Friedrich 
[58] in the ODH of n-octane. 
1.2.3.6.3) Molybdenum oxide and molybdate based catalysts  
 
There are many similarities between molybdenum and vanadium based catalysts, 
therefore they been extensively used in the ODH of mainly light paraffins, with few 
examples of their use for medium chain paraffins.  However, when considering the ODH 
of light paraffins, vanadium based catalysts tend to show better activity than 
molybdenum based catalysts [79]. 
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Researchers have found number of factors that can be used to tailor and improve the 
activity and selectivity of the molybdenum based catalysts, in particular in the ODH of 
light paraffins.  The loading of molybdenum oxide on the support has a great effect on 
activity and selectivity.  Chang et al. [80] showed activity increased in propane ODH 
with increase in the loading, indicating that the surface molybdenum species are active 
and better than a monolayer dispersion of molybdenum oxide on the surface.  However, 
after a particular molybdenum oxide loading, further increase actually negatively 
impacted activity which correlated to one or many reasons; the increase in molybdenum 
content led to the formation of crystalline molybdenum trioxide that hinders the 
interaction between the paraffin and active phase, in addition to the increase in the size of 
the molybdenum trioxide crystallite which increased the strength of the Mo=O bond, 
therefore the reducibility of MoO3 decreased as did the activity of the catalyst [81, 82].  
Another factor that can be considered is that the high loading of molybdenum will result 
in increased interaction with the support, for example, in the case of the alumina support, 
the Al2MoO4 phase will form which is catalytically less active [83]. 
Another approach that was taken to improve activity and selectivity of molybdenum 
oxide catalysts was by doping the catalyst with alkali metals to alter the catalyst’s 
electronic properties [84].  An increase in both loading and basicity of the dopant resulted 
in decreasing the reducibility of molybdenum trioxide, therefore, the activity of the 
catalyst decreased.  However, the selectivity increased, since the dopant limited or 
reduced the acidity of MoO3 [85].  On the opposite end, doping the catalyst with chlorine 
ions improved the activity of the catalyst by lowering the redox potential of Mo4+ making 
more selective lattice oxygens available for the reaction [6, 86-88]. 
Since attaining promising results with room for improvement, researchers started 
introducing cations with molybdenum to form molybdates.  Molybdates with different 
cations gained a great deal of interest in different fields, such as in the battery industry, 
where they are used as anode material [89], in the coating industry, where they are used 
on steel [90] and in catalysis, in particular heterogeneous catalysis.  For example, iron 
molybdate is commercially used in the production of formaldehyde from methanol. 
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One of the important properties of molybdates that gained these materials considerable 
interest is their structural polymorphism.  Considering the two phases of molybdates (α 
and β-phases) in nickel molybdates and cobalt molybdate (both iso-structural) [91].  In 
the α-phase of cobalt molybdate, both cobalt and molybdenum occupy octahedral 
geometry that are linked in the corners by oxygen atoms (Fig. 1.4 a).  However, in the β-
phase molybdenum takes a distorted tetrahedral coordination (Fig. 1.4 b), while cobalt 
remains in the octahedral geometry.  The change from α to β, or vice versa, mainly 
depends on the cation in the molybdate structure.  Ehrenberg et al. [92] showed the α-
NiMoO4 to belong to the monoclinic space group C2/m, where both nickel and 
molybdenum have an octahedral geometry with the oxygen atoms occupying the corners 
of that octahedral geometry.  Smith and Ibers [93] showed the existence of a filled 
octahedral metal chain and octahedral holes along the c axis.  In the case of nickel 
molybdate, the change from α to β takes place at ~750 °C at atmospheric pressure and 
from β to α from 350 °C upon cooling [23].  In the case of both cobalt molybdate and 
magnesium molybdate both phases coexists at room temperature and atmospheric 
pressure.  However, careful control of the synthesis conditions (mainly pH and 
calcination temperature) will favour dominance of a specific phase over the other [94].  
Chang et al. [80] showed the effect of the pH in the synthesis of magnesium molybdate 







Figure 1.4:  The different coordination of molybdenum atoms in the α-phase (a) and β- 
                    phase (b) in cobalt molybdate structure. Reprinted (adapted) with permission  
                  from [95]. Copyright (1992) American Chemical Society. 
 
Figure 1.5: Effect of the pH in magnesium molybdate formation and acidity. Reprinted  
                  from publication [80] with permission from Elsevier. 
In the β-phase of cobalt or nickel molybdate, the geometry of molybdenum is distorted 
tetrahedral.  However, the transformation between α     β is greatly influenced by the 
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cation.  β-Cobalt molybdate can exists at room temperature.  The change in the co-
ordination of molybdenum usually is accompanied by a change in the physical 
appearance of the material (e.g. α-cobalt molybdate is purple in colour, while β-cobalt 
molybdate is green).  Furthermore, the cation in the molybdate also influences the 
geometry around molybdenum.  In the case of magnesium molybdate, molybdenum 
occupies a distorted tetrahedral coordination site (isotopic to ZnMoO4) in the α-phase and 
tetrahedral geometry in the β-phase (isotopic to α-MnMoO4) [96]. 
In terms of magnesium molybdate structural polymorphisms, Sleight et al. [97] showed 
that molybdenum in MgMoO4 will favour the tetrahedral geometry due to the very close 
cell dimension in the MgMoO4, compared to CoMoO4 and NiMoO4 where molybdenum 
can be in octahedral geometry. 
1.2.3.6.3.1) Factors influencing activity of molybdates 
 
Molybdate’s activity and selectivity can be tailored or altered using different approaches, 
such as: changing the cation in the molybdates [98], changing the molybdates phase (i.e. 
α and/or β) [23, 99-102], varying the amount of molybdenum in the molybdate and/or 
doping of the molybdates (mainly with alkaline promoters) [32, 102-104].  Before 
elaborating further on those approaches, it is important to mention why molybdates are 
good catalysts, this is mainly due to their lattice oxygen mobility, thermal stability and 
structure defects [35]. 
Yoon et al. [98] studied a range of molybdates (differing in the choice of cation) in the 
ODH of propane (Table 1.2).  They reported that at low conversion over all molybdates  
high selectivity to propene was obtained (up to 80%), however, an increase in conversion 
resulted in an increase in the selectivity to over-oxidation products (i.e. COx and 
acrolein).  The effect of the cation was clear in terms of activity and selectivity, where 
cobalt molybdates showed the highest activity and selectivity, together with magnesium 
molybdate.  On the other hand, nickel molybdate and chromium molybdate are active but 
not selective.  The opposite trend was observed with MnMoO4 where high selectivity and 
low activity was obtained [98]. 
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Table 1.2: Effect of the cation in molybdates in terms of activity and selectivity in the 







MgMoO4 500 8.9 67 
CaMoO4 500 5.3 83 
SrMoO4 500 1.1 62 
BaMoO4 500 1.5 78 
ZnMoO4 500 0.2 100 
CoMoO4 500 10.9 63 
NiMoO4 432 12.4 35 
MnMoO4 500 1.4 49 
CuMoO4 500 3.9 17 
Fe2MO3O12 500 1.3 83 
 
The effect of molybdate polymorphs was showed by Pillay et al. [23, 100] where the β-
nickel molybdate showed reduced activity but higher selectivity to hexenes in the ODH 
of n-hexane.  Indeed, a lot of effort has been focused on stabilizing the β-nickel 
molybdate at room temperature [105].  Some researchers used excess nickel oxide, some 
used oxalate precursors and supporting the nickel molybdate on different supports such as 
silica [105-107].  Zhang et al. [108] showed the effect of the synthesis method on the 
activity and selectivity of MgMoO4.  The catalyst prepared by the co-precipitation 
method showed better activity (conversion of isobutane) and selectivity to isobutene, 
while the catalyst prepared by a solid state reaction gave high selectivity to cracked 
products. 
The other approach to improve activity and selectivity of molybdates is through dopants 
and in particular alkali promoters, mainly because molybdates are acidic in general.  Use 
of promoters such as Li, Na, K and Cs improved selectivity to olefins by modifying the 
surface acidity of the catalyst, making it less acidic or more basic, therefore reducing the 
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interaction between the primary products and catalyst, which limits over oxidation of 
those products [32, 85, 109]. 
Another factor that was studied is the amount of molybdenum trioxide in the molybdate 
which was also shown to influence both activity and selectivity.  In the case of the 
commercial iron molybdate catalyst in the oxidation of methanol to formaldehyde the 
Mo:Fe ratio exceeds 5 [110-112].  The “excess” molybdenum trioxide slows down the 
deactivation of the catalyst, since the catalyst deactivates through molybdenum leaching.  
In the case of the ODH of light paraffins this effect was extensively investigated with 
magnesium molybdates [52, 94, 113-115] and to a lesser extent with cadmium molybdate 
[116] and manganese molybdate [96].  The surface molybdenum trioxide clusters are 
reported to be necessary for activation of both the hydrocarbon and the oxygen molecule 
[52, 114].  Ozkan et al. [96, 116] attribute the improvement in molybdate based catalyst 
performance to oxygen spillover between the molybdate phase and the surface 
molybdenum trioxide phase.  Guerrero-Ruiz et al. [117] showed that the mobility of 
oxygen is also influenced by the crystalline structure of the molybdenum trioxide 
clusters, where the (010) is easier to reduce.  The effect of excess molybdenum trioxide 
in improving the activity and selectivity could be due to a change in the catalyst acidity 
and/or a molybdenum trioxide monolayer coverage that improves activity [52, 94, 99], 
where the activity of the catalyst increased with increase in the acidity of the catalyst 
brought on by increasing the molybdenum content.  A further reason could be the 
improved redox cycle between Mo5+ and Mo6+ that improves activity and selectivity of 
the catalyst.  Zhang et al. [108] reported that isobutane oxidation over magnesium 
molybdate seems to require surface tetrahedral Mo6+ sites, where there is MoO3 or 
octahedral Mo6+; probably Mo5+ or coordinately unsaturated surface sites could be the 
reason for the activity of the catalyst.  It is important to note that after a certain ratio of 
cation to molybdenum the catalyst activity decreases, mainly due to the formation of 
molybdenum trioxide crystallites that are inactive and coverage of the catalyst surface 




 1.4) Motivation for this study 
 
Lately there has been an increase in the number of gas to liquid (GTL) and coal to liquid 
(CTL) plants worldwide [23] and more are being planned.  This is expected to be 
accompanied by an increase in the already abundant linear paraffins (especially medium 
chain length paraffins).  Therefore, there have been reports emerging in the literature for 
the ODH of medium chain paraffins, like n-hexane [23, 69, 100], n-octane [29, 58, 61, 
62, 75, 76, 118] and n-decane [119, 120].  However, no reports were found dealing with 
the use of molybdates in the activation of n-octane through ODH. 
Molybdates are known to be active catalysts in the ODH of short chain paraffins and n-
hexane as shown by Yoon et al. [94, 98, 99, 121] and Pillay et al.[23, 100], respectively.  
Both authors showed that molybdates can be selective to value-added products, mainly 
olefins, of the corresponding paraffin.  This work focuses on investigating the activity 
and selectivity of molybdates in the ODH of n-octane.  Yoon et al. [98] demonstrated the 
effect of the cation in the molybdate structure in its activity, along with selectivity, in the 
ODH of short chain paraffins.  Therefore, different molybdates with different cations are 
the subject of this study. These are: magnesium molybdate and cobalt molybdate.  
Magnesium molybdate and cobalt molybdates were shown by Yoon et al. [121] and Lee 
et al. [52] to have good activity and selectivity to olefins in the ODH of short chain 
paraffins, thus, they are investigated in the ODH of n-octane.  Another focus point of this 
work is to investigate the effect of the molybdenum content on the catalyst performance.  
This effect was investigated in the ODH of short chain paraffins [114] and in iron 
molybdate catalysts for methanol oxidation [111].  These studies showed that there is a 
point after which the excess molybdenum content negatively impacts the catalyst.  
Magnesium molybdate catalysts with different molybdenum content were used to 
investigate this effect and to determine the ideal ratio of Mg:Mo in the ODH of n-octane.  
Elkalifa and Friedrich [62] and Pillay et al. [100] showed that the carbon to oxygen ratio 
has a great influence of the activity and selectivity of the catalyst in the ODH of n-octane 
and n-hexane, respectively.  Thus, great effort is focused on investigating this effect over 
both molybdates, using oxygen environments ranging from oxygen lean to oxygen rich 
and accordingly studying the activity and selectivity of the catalysts to value-added 
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products (i.e. octenes and C8 aromatics).  This study will also focus on comparing the 
effect of the cation in the molybdate structure in terms of activity and selectivity at iso-
thermal and iso-conversion conditions.   
This study also focused on characterization of the used catalysts in order to have a better 
understanding of the effect of the carbon to oxygen ratio on the catalysts chemical 
stability. 
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Effect of molybdenum content on the activity and selectivity of 
magnesium molybdate in the oxidative dehydrogenation of n-octane 
Abstract 
The oxidative dehydrogenation of n-octane was investigated using magnesium molybdate 
catalysts in a continuous flow fixed bed reactor at a carbon : oxygen ratio of 8:3 in a 
temperature range from 350 to 500 °C.  Four magnesium molybdate catalysts with different 
molybdenum content were synthesised by the co-precipitation method (Mg:Mo, coded 
MM0.87, MM0.98, MM1.06 and MM1.25).  The catalysts were characterized by XRD, BET-
surface area measurements, ICP-OES, SEM, IR, Raman spectroscopy and temperature 
programmed reduction and oxidation analysis.  The excess molybdenum in the catalyst was 
in the MoO3 phase as determined by XRD and Raman spectroscopy.  The surface 
morphology of the catalyst changed with increase in the molybdenum content and the surface 
area also increased (slightly) with molybdenum content.  The excess molybdenum improved 
the activity of the catalyst (i.e. n-octane conversion), especially at lower temperatures (below 
450 °C), due to the lower reduction temperature of MoO3 compared to the magnesium 
molybdate phase.  The main effect of molybdenum content was determined to be altering the 
acidity of the catalyst and that in turn affected the selectivity of the catalyst.  The iso-
conversion (~24%) results at 500 °C showed that the highest C8 value added products (i.e. 
octenes and aromatics) selectivity was obtained over MM0.98 and MM1.06, amounting to 
64% and 66%, respectively.  Highest selectivity to COx was obtained over MM0.87 and 
MM1.25. Characterization of the used catalysts by Raman spectroscopy showed that the 
catalysts undergo a degree of reduction, mainly the MoO3 phase.   
Keywords: Magnesium molybdate, n-octane ODH, molybdenum trioxide, octenes selectivity. 
 
2.1) Introduction  
Activation of medium chain length (C6 - C12) n-paraffins is becoming an interesting topic 
both academically and industrially, due to mainly; (1) the increase in the number of gas to 
liquid (GTL) and coal to liquid (CTL) plants worldwide, which causes the amount of n-
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paraffins to increase and (2) paraffins can be used as a starting materials for the production of 
economically and industrially important feed-stocks, such as olefins and aromatics [1-4]. 
In the past years activation of paraffins to products of equal chain length was mainly carried 
out by dehydrogenation: for example butane to butene [5-7].  However, this process suffers 
from two main disadvantages, firstly the reaction is endothermic requiring high reaction 
temperatures, which in turn promotes thermal cracking of the paraffins to lighter paraffins [3, 
5] and requires a frequent regeneration step due to the catalyst being deactivated by coke 
formation [3, 5, 8].  Oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) is an alternate route for paraffin 
activation that can overcome the two disadvantages of the dehydrogenation route.  
Introduction of oxygen in the reaction mixture leads the reaction to become exothermic 
(lowering the reaction temperature) and there is no need for a regeneration step, since the 
oxygen in the feed is removing or limiting coke formation [9-11].  However, the main 
challenge in ODH is the fact that the products of paraffin activation (such as olefin and 
aromatics) in an oxidative environment are more reactive than the starting material [3].  Thus, 
these primary products can react further to yield undesired products (i.e. cracked products 
and COx). However, depending on the catalyst choice, ODH can produce oxygenated 
products [12] unlike dehydrogenation. 
Different groups of catalysts have been extensively investigated for the activation of 
hydrocarbons through dehydrogenation and partial oxidation reactions [1, 2, 10, 13-17].  
Molybdate based catalysts with different cations have also been extensively explored for 
short chain paraffin activation [18].  Thus, magnesium molybdate has been investigated for 
the activation of light hydrocarbons, such as propane [14-24] and butane [25-27].  The 
dominant product from both C3 and C4 activation is the corresponding olefin.  In addition, 
magnesium molybdate was also used in the activation of ethylbenzene [14, 28, 29].  
Furthermore, Yoon et al. [18] compared the activity of different cations in the molybdates 
structure in the oxidative dehydrogenation of propane, where the most activity and highest 
selective (to propene) was found over the magnesium and cobalt molybdate. 
The presence of excess molybdenum in the magnesium molybdate catalyst for the activation 
of propane gave higher activity, while maintaining the selectivity to propene [24].  Similar 
observations were made with MnMoO4-MoO3 [30] and CdMoO4-MoO3 [31] in the oxidation 
of butane.  The effect of excess of molybdenum was extensively investigated to understand 
how excess molybdenum improves the catalytic activity [14-16, 22, 24].  There are different 
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reasons in literature to explain the effect of excess MoO3. Ozkan et al. [30, 31] attributed the 
improved catalytic performance to oxygenspill over mechanism between the two phases 
(molybdate and molybdenum trioxide).  Guerrero-Ruiz et al.[32] showed that the oxygen 
mobility associated with the MoO3 was effected by the different faces present, where the 
(010) face gave the highest oxygen mobility.  In contrast, Moro-oka and co-workers [16, 33] 
and Yoon et al. [15] believe the activity resulted from change in the catalyst acidity and/or 
the formation of a molybdenum trioxide monolayer covering the magnesium molybdate 
promoting higher activity [16].  Catalyst treatment resulted in a magnesium rich surface that 
showed lower activity, and the molybdenum rich surface improved the activity.  However, 
high molybdenum concentration on the surface results in crystalline molybdenum trioxide, 
which is catalytically inactive [16].  The catalyst treatment (basic and acidic) was believed to 
change the catalyst phase composition, which could also have an effect on the catalyst 
activity [16, 33].  Furthermore, Lee et al. [16] believe that the catalyst undergoes surface 
reduction, which increases the Lewis acid sites, increasing the rate of reaction of the 
methylene C-H bond, which is the rate determining step.  On the other hand, Cadus et al. [24] 
and Miller et al. [14] believe that a synergetic effect is resultant from a redox cycle between 
the Mo5+ and Mo6+ ions.  The modification in the redox cycle was confirmed by EPR analysis 
where Mo5+ was detected in the used catalyst.  Zhang et al. [26] indicated that the Mo5+ 
improves the activity since its coordinately unsaturated.  Due to the high selectivity to olefins 
shown by magnesium molybdate in the ODH of light paraffins, we focused on using 
magnesium molybdate in the ODH of n-octane (which was not reported previously to the best 
of our knowledge).  In addition, the effect of excess molybdenum was investigated by 
preparing four catalysts with different molybdenum content.  Moreover, the used catalysts 
were characterized to understand the effect of the reaction conditions on the catalyst phase 
composition and textural characteristics.  
2.2) Experimental  
2.2.1) Catalyst preparation 
Four magnesium molybdate (MM) catalysts with different molybdenum content were 
prepared by a co-precipitation method adopted from literature [26]. Two separate solutions of 
magnesium nitrate (Sigma-Aldrich) (0.5 M) and ammonia heptamolybdenum nitrate (Merck) 
solution (0.5 M) were prepared in de-ionized water.  The pH of the molybdenum solution was 
adjusted to pH 6 using aqueous ammonia (Saarchem) under continuous stirring.  The 
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magnesium nitrate was added drop-wise at room temperature.  After complete addition of the 
magnesium nitrate solution, the mixture was heated to 90 °C and maintained until a white 
slurry was formed.  The slurry was then dried in the oven at 110 °C for 12 h to yield the 
magnesium molybdate precursor.  The precursor was then calcined at 550 °C for 2 h to yield 
the magnesium molybdate catalyst.  The different ratios of Mg:Mo were prepared by varying 
the concentration of the initial molybdenum solution.  
2.2.2) Catalyst characterization 
The phase(s) present in the different catalysts were analysed by X-Ray diffraction (XRD) 
utilizing a Bruker D8 Advance diffractometer equipped with an Anton Paar XRK 900 sample 
chamber.  The analyses were carried out at 2θangle window from 10 – 70θ, 40 kV and 40 mA 
and a Cu radiation source.  The surface areas of the catalysts were determined by BET 
surface area measurements.  All samples were degassed in a Micromeritics Sample Prep 060 
under nitrogen flow at 200 °C overnight.  The samples were then analysed using a 
Micromeritics Tristar II.  Infra-red (IR) spectra of the catalysts were obtained utilizing a 
PerkinElmer Precisely spectrometer equipped with a universal attenuance total reflection 
(ATR) sample holder.  Raman analyses were carried out using an Advantage 532 series 
spectrometer with Nuspec software. 
The molar ratios of magnesium to molybdenum were determined by inductively coupled 
plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) using a PerkinElmer Precisely Optima 
5300 DV.  The surface morphology of the catalysts was viewed using a Zeiss ultra plus 
scanning electron microscope (SEM).  Samples were carbon coated prior to imaging.  
Temperature programmed reduction (TPR) oxidation (TPO) and NH3 desorption (TPD) were 
carried out using a Micromeritics AutoChem II.  The TPR/TPO/TPR analysis was carried out 
by heating the catalyst under argon flow at 400 ᴼC for 80 min and thereafter reduction 
analysis started by using 5% H2 in argon as a reducing gas with flow rate of 30 mL/min.  The 
TPO analysis was carried over the same sample by cooling it down to 80 ᴼC and a similar 
method (as for TPR) was followed, the only difference was the analysis gas which is 5% O2 
in argon.  After that another TPR (as details above) was carried out.  The deconvolution of 
the TPR/TPO profile was done by the method illustrated by Webster [34] .  The NH3-TPD 
analysis method was identical to a method reported previously [9].  To calibrate the TPR 
profile, a gas mixture of 5 % H2 was passed through the TCD detector with a difference flow 
rate of 10 % to the reference gas varying the flow rates from 50 mL to 5 mL. The signal in 
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the thermal conductivity detector (TCD) was recorded, and the graph was drawn between the 
TCD Signal vs the amount of gas passed through the TCD detector.  The calibration factor 
was calculated as described by Blass and Halsey [35].  To avoid negative signals, the TCD 
signal was set at 5.0. The amount of gas consumed to give a particular peak was calculated 
with respect the peak area in the TPR profile by using the calibration factor obtained.   
 
2.2.3) Catalytic testing  
All catalytic testing was carried out in the temperature range 350-500 °C in 50 °C intervals.  
The reactor used was a continuous flow fixed bed reactor operated in vertical mode.  The 
catalyst (1 mL (~0.8 g) with a particle size between 600-1000 µm) was placed in a stainless 
steel tube at the hot spot of the reactor.  The temperature of the catalyst bed was monitored by 
a thermocouple that was placed in the vertical axis.  n-Octane (99%, Merck) was introduced 
into the reactor lines (pre-heated to 200 °C) utilising a HPLC pump.  The gas eluent from the 
reactor was measured by a Ritter drum-type gas flow meter.  The liquid eluent was collected 
in a catch pot pre-cooled to 2 °C, the carbon to oxygen (C:O) ratio was maintained at 8:3 
(using air as source of oxygen) and the GHSV usually at 4000 h-1 (total flow of 67 mL/min of 
gases).  All gaseous samples were analysed using a PerkinElmer Clarus 400 gas 
chromatography (GC) equipped with (FID) detector and a PerkinElmer Clarus 400 GC 
equipped with TCD detector.  The liquid samples were analysed by GC-FID.  The n-octane 
conversion and product selectivity were calculated as shown in equations 1 and 2 
respectively.  All reactions reported had a carbon balance between 95-103% and values were 
obtained at least in duplicates (±3 %).  The homogenous reaction contribution (carborundum 
packed reactor) was small at all reactions temperatures (the highest conversion was 9% at 500 
°C, with high selectivity to cracked and COx products).   
Conversion =   
௠௢௟௘ ௢௙ ௢௖௧௔௡௘ ௜௡ି௠௢௟௘ ௢௖௧௔௡௘ ௢௨௧
௠௢௟௘ ௢௙ ௢௖௧௔௡௘ ௜௡
  X 100    (Eq. 1) 
Selectivity =  ெ௢௟௘௦ ௢௙ ௖௔௥௕௢௡ ௜௡  ௦௘௟௘௖௧௘ௗ ௣௥௢ௗ௨௖௧
்௢௧௔௟ ௠௢௟௘௦ ௢௙ ௖௔௥௕௢௡ ௜௡ ௔௟௟ ௣௥௢ௗ௨௖௧௦







2.2.4) Used catalyst characterization 
After the reaction the catalyst was kept under N2 to avoid any reoxidation that might occur 
after the reaction and the catalyst were characterized by XRD, Raman spectroscopy (within 3 
hours after the reaction) and SEM as described above.  
2.3) Results and discussion  
2.3.1) Catalyst characterization  
The XRD (Fig. 2.1) patterns revealed the formation of the MgMoO4 phase accompanied by 
the presence of MoO3. Comparison between the 021 (β-MgMoO4) and the 201 (α-MgMoO4) 
planes, showed that the dominant phase in the magnesium molybdate is the β-MgMoO4. This 
is due to maintaining the pH at 6 during the synthesis and calcining the catalysts at 550 °C, 
since Yoon et al. [15] showed that the synthesis pH and calcination temperature affect the 
ratio of the α-MgMoO4 to β-MgMoO4 phases.  Synthesis at low pH (i.e. below 3) and low 
calcination temperature (i.e. below 550 °C) results in the α-MgMoO4 being the dominant 
phase.  The coordination around the molybdenum centre in the α-MgMoO4 is distorted 
tetrahedral that is isotopic to α-ZnMoO4 [36], while the coordination around the molybdenum 
centre in the β-MgMoO4 phase is tetrahedral that is isotopic to the α-MnMoO4 phase [37].  
The ICP-OES results and the BET-surface area measurements (Table 2.1) show that as the 
molybdenum content increases in the catalysts, the surface area increases (to a small degree). 
This observation was also noted for magnesium molybdate and cobalt molybdate catalysts 




Figure 2.1: XRD patterns of magnesium molybdate synthesised by the co-precipitation  
                    method catalyst (a) MM0.87 (b) MM0.98 (c) MM1.06 and (d) MM1.25.   
                    MgMoO4 phase assignment: α-MgMoO4 (*), β-MgMoO4 (•) and MoO3 (ᴼ). 
Table 2.1: Molar ratio and BET surface area measurements for catalysts  







MM0.87 1:0.87 3.2 12 
MM0.98 1:0.98 3.8 23 
MM1.06 1:1.06 4.2 3 
MM1.25 1:1.25 4.7 4 
 
IR spectra of the different catalysts (Appendix 2.1) showed the bands for MgMoO4 at 935 
cm-1 (shoulder) corresponding to the Vas (MoOMo), 885 cm-1 (strong) also corresponding to 
Vas (MoOMo), in addition to bands at 811 cm-1 and 725 cm-1 corresponding to Vas (MoOMo).  
These bands were observed together with two bands for the terminal Mo=O in MoO3 at 767 
and 409 cm-1 [15].  The Raman spectra show the Mo-O bending at ~ 346 cm-1 in all catalysts.  
The characteristic band of molybdenum trioxide was observed in all catalysts at ~ 815 cm-1 
(Fig. 2.2, Table 2.2).  The presence of the MgMoO4 was confirmed by the bands at ~ 852, 





characteristic band for molybdenum trioxide (~ 815 cm-1) and that of magnesium molybdate 
(~ 959 cm-1) gave an indication of the ratio in which the two phases are present in the 
catalyst.  The increase in the molybdenum content in the catalyst (determined by ICP-OES) 
leads to an increase in the I815/I959, showing that the excess molybdenum in the magnesium 
molybdate catalyst is present in the molybdenum trioxide phase.   
 
Figure 2.2: Raman spectra of all four catalysts with different molybdenum content (a)  
                     MM0.87 (a) MM0.98 (b), MM1.06 (c) and MM1.25 (d) showing both phases (*)  
                    MoO3 and (•) MgMoO4. 
Table 2.2: Raman spectroscopy different modes for MoO3 and MgMoO4 in the magnesium 
molybdate catalysts with different molybdenum content 
Phase Wavenumber (cm-1) Raman mode 
MoO3 346 Mo-O bending 
815 Mo-O asymmetric stretching 
MgMoO4 959 Mo-O symmetric stretching 






The TPR profiles for the different catalysts (Fig. 2.3 a-d) all showed two peaks, the first peak 
at around 650 °C and the second peak at around 900-950°C (depending on the catalyst).  The 
first peak intensity increases as the molybdenum content increases in the catalyst (Fig. 2.3 a-
d), resulting in higher hydrogen consumption (Table 2.3) to reduce the molybdenum trioxide 
phase to the molybdenum dioxide phase.  Moreover, the hydrogen consumption for the 
second peak also increased as the molybdenum content increased, this could be a subsequent 
reduction of the products from the first reduction.  Miller et al. studied the activity and 
selectivity of the magnesium molybdate catalyst in the oxidative dehydrogenation of propane, 
where the catalyst possessing a reduction peak at 650 °C showed high activity and selectivity, 
while catalysts that do not have that reduction peak showed no activity in propane ODH [14].  
The second reduction peak is due to the reduction of the magnesium molybdate phase.  
Furthermore, the different composition of the catalysts resulted in shifts in the second peak to 
a lower onset reduction temperature as the amount of MoO3 increased in the catalyst (Table 
2.3).  TPR-O-R analyses of catalysts MM0.98 and MM1.25 (Fig. 2.3 e and f, respectively) 
showed that in the reduction cycle after oxidation only one peak is observed, the peak that is 
believed to be due to MoO3 was no longer present.  This is because the reduction of 
molybdenum trioxide to molybdenum dioxide is not reversible under these conditions.  
However, the magnesium molybdate phase undergoes reversible reduction, oxidation and 
reduction, unlike the molybdenum trioxide phase. 
The SEM imaging (Appendix 2.2) showed the plate-like particles associated with MoO3 and 
the size of these plates increases as the Mo content in the catalyst increases, supporting the 



































Figure 2.3:  TPR profile (blue) and deconvolution (green and red) for MM0.87 (a), MM0.98  
                    (b), MM1.06 (c) and MM1.25 (d), obtained using 5% hydrogen as the reducing  
                    gas, TPR-TPO-TPR cycle for MM0.98 (e) and MM1.25, (f) using air as the  











Table 2.3: TPR analysis including onset temperature, maximum temperature and H2 
consumption for magnesium molybdates catalyst with different molybdenum content 
Catalyst Onset temperature (ᴼC) Maximum temperature (ᴼC) H2 consumption (mL/g) 
Peak 1 Peak 2 Peak 1 Peak 2 
MM0.87 701 - 834 - 66 
MM0.98 558 658 924 1.31 70 
MM1.06 547 658 921 2.82 76 
MM1.25 535 718 857 18.9 31 
 
The total acidity of MM0.87 and MM1.25 was determined by NH3-TPD (Appendix 2.3).  The 
increase in the total acidity of the catalyst could be attributed to the increase in the amount of 
molybdenum trioxide in the catalyst.  This is expected since molybdenum trioxide is acidic in 
nature.  The strength of the acid site is documented to influence both activity and selectivity 
in isomerization of n-butane [38], furthermore, Elkhalifa and Friedrich [39] showed the effect 
of the total acidity in the ODH of n-octane over VMgO system to promote consecutive 
reactions to form aromatics from octenes through different cyclization modes, also Dasireddy 
et al. [12] showed the same effects. 
 
2.3.2) Catalytic testing 
The catalytic testing was focused on examining the effect of the molybdenum content in the 
magnesium molybdate catalysts in terms of their selectivity (in particular to value added 
products, which are octenes and aromatics) and activity in the ODH of n-octane at a carbon to 
oxygen ratio of 8:3 and a 4000 h-1 GHSV.  The dominant products observed throughout the 
temperature range over the different catalysts are octenes (dominanted by the 2-octene isomer 
among 1-octene, 3-octene and 4-octene), aromatics (the dominant aromatic is ethylbenzene 
among xylene and styrene), cracked products and carbon oxides. 
The effect of temperature and molybdenum content on the conversion of n-octane and 
oxygen is shown in Fig. 2.4.  The catalysts with the highest molybdenum content (i.e. 
MM1.25) showed higher conversion at lower temperature (below 450 °C) than the catalysts 
with lower molybdenum content.  This could be explained by the onset reduction temperature 
from TPR analysis (Table 2.3), where the onset temperature decreased as the molybdenum 
content increased resulting in the catalyst being more active as the molybdenum content 
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increased, especially at low temperatures.  This could be due to the molybdenum trioxide on 
the surface of magnesium molybdate, which is supported by the TPR results (Fig. 2.3).  The 
catalyst with the lowest molybdenum content (i.e. MM0.87) showed low conversion (Fig. 2.4 
a) at lower temperatures and this is due to absence of the MoO3 phase that reduces at low 
temperature, hence no synergistic interaction is possible between MoO3 and MgMoO4.  At 
higher temperature MM0.98 and MM1.06 showed to be the most active catalysts, while the 
other catalysts (i.e. MM0.87 and MM1.25) showed a lower conversion especially at high 
reaction temperature (Fig. 2.4 a).  This could be due to the surface MoO3 being reduced to 
MoO2, which is catalytically inactive and partially blocking n-octane from reacting with the 
MgMoO4 phase.  This explanation is supported by the oxygen conversion data which is 
always below 100% and, indeed, lower than 60% for MM0.87 and MM1.25.  For the 
catalysts with lower molybdenum content (i.e. MM0.87 and MM0.98) conversion of n-octane 
increased with increase in temperature.  In the case of MM0.87 the conversion increased 
significantly after 450 °C. This is in correlation with the TPR results of the onset temperature 
for the reduction of the MgMoO4, therefore, the n-octane is being oxidatively dehydrogenated 
as the MgMoO4 is being reduced.  Similar observations were made with the MM0.98 and 
MM1.06 catalysts, with higher conversion of n-octane at higher temperature due to the 
synergistic effect of the two molybdenum species at the near stoichiometric ratio, and the 











Figure 2.4:  Conversion of n-octane (a) and oxygen conversion (b) as function of temperature  
                    and the molybdenum content in the magnesium molybdate catalysts, at 8:3 C:O   
                    ratio and GHSV of 4000 h-1. 
Selectivity to different products over the magnesium molybdate catalyst is greatly influenced 
by the surface acidity of the catalyst, as was shown by the reaction of iso-propyl alcohol 
(IPA) over magnesium molybdate catalyst [15, 16, 23]. The selectivity to octenes (Fig. 2.5 a) 
was highest at low temperatures with MM0.87, MM0.98 and MM1.06 (i.e. catalysts with low 
MoO3 content), the opposite was observed for MM1.25 (i.e. catalyst with highest 
molybdenum content).  The high selectivity to octenes at low temperature could be due to the 
catalyst surface acidity character [2].  Furthermore, the high selectivity to octene (> 85%) at 
this low conversion indicates that they are the primary reaction products.  The increase in a 
acidity of the catalyst introduced by excess molybdenum content, resulted in the drop of the 
selectivity to octenes.  As the temperature of the reaction increased the selectivity of octenes 
decreased and the selectivity to secondary reaction products (i.e. aromatics, cracked products 
and COx) increased.  The highest selectivity above 450 °C for octenes was obtained over the 
MM0.87 catalyst.  This was due to the excess MgO modifying the catalyst surface, making it 
less acidic and limiting and/or reducing the consecutive reaction forming secondary products 








































The selectivity of aromatics, shown in Fig. 2.5 b, increased with the increase in the reaction 
temperature.  The lowest selectivity to aromatics was obtained over MM0.87 as a result of 
low molybdenum content, thus, the catalyst is less acidic (compared to MM0.98, MM1.06 
and MM1.25) and, therefore, not promoting the consecutive reaction of octenes to aromatics 
(Scheme 2.1).  The highest selectivity to aromatics was obtained over MM1.06 at higher 
temperature (>400 °C), where the surface acidity/basicity is balanced promoting secondary 
reactions of the octenes to form aromatics, but limiting over-oxidation of aromatics to the 
thermally stable COx products.  There was thus a correlation in the selectivity to aromatics 
and the molybdenum content in the catalyst.  The catalyst with the highest molybdenum 
content (i.e. MM1.25) resulted in aromatic formation from 400 °C, while the catalyst with 
lower molybdenum content resulted in aromatic formation at higher temperatures.  This 
emphasises the correlation between the surface acidity/basicity and, hence, the nature of the 
active site, and the selectivity to different products.  It has previously been shown that as the 
acidity of the catalyst increase the selectivity to secondary products (mainly aromatics) over 
vanadium based catalyst in the ODH of n-octane [12, 39].  Furthermore, Santos et al. [40] 
showed that the strength of the catalyst acidity plays a major role in the isomerization of n-
octane in terms of conversion and selectivity, where high acidity leads to better activity of 











Figure 2.5:  Effect of temperature and molybdenum content on the selectivity to octenes (a),  
                   aromatics (b), COx (c) and cracked (d) in the ODH reaction of n-octane at C:O  
                    ratio of 8:3 and GHSV of 4000 h-1. 
n-octane              octenes/octadi(tri)enes            aromatics            cracked              COx 


































































The breakdown of the selectivity to different C8 aromatics (i.e. ethylbenzene, styrene and 
xylene) (Fig. 2.6), showed that C1-C6 is the favoured aromatization or cyclization mode, 
indicated by the greater selectivity to ethylbenzene and styrene in contrast with o-xylene.  
Furthermore, the amount of excess MoO3 plays a role in the aromatics formation temperature 
(Fig. 2.5 b), where increase in the molybdenum content results in aromatics formation at 
lower temperature, and this could be due to it promoting of consecutive reactions of octenes.  
Moreover, the selectivity to styrene in general increased with increase in the reaction 
temperature and molybdenum content in contrast to ethylbenzene.  It could be that both 
factors promote the ODH of ethylbenzene to styrene. 
The selectivity to COx (Fig. 2.5 c) was highest with the high molybdenum content catalyst 
(i.e. MM1.25).  The high selectivity to COx could be due to high acidity in this catalysts 
introduced by the excess molybdenum (MoO3) present in the catalyst [1].  The general trend 
is that the selectivity to COx over all catalysts decreased with increase in the reaction 
temperature.  This is likely due to the activation energy required for aromatics formation 
being overcome, leading to the increase in the aromatic selectivity [2].  The lowest COx 
selectivity was obtained over the MM0.98 and MM1.06 catalysts.  This is in agreement with 
the increase in the aromatic selectivity over the same catalysts, which further emphasis the 
reaction sequence (Scheme 2.1) where usually high selectivity to aromatics in accompanied 
by low selectivity to cracked and COx products. 
The selectivity to the cracked products (Fig. 2.5 d) was low for all catalysts and temperatures.  
The trend observed was that the selectivity to cracked products increased as the molybdenum 
content increased in the catalysts with the exception of MM1.06.  This is a further general 
correlation between the surface acidity/basicity and the product distribution. 
Oxygen conversion analysis (Fig. 2.4 b) showed the highest oxygen conversion obtained was 
~90% at 500 °C over both MM0.98 and MM1.06.  This indicates the reaction is not oxygen 
starved, however, further increase in the oxygen concentration in the reaction mixture would 
likely lead to a decrease selectivity to value added products.  The increase in the conversion 
over MM0.98 and MM1.06 from 450 °C is likely due to the reduction of the magnesium 
molybdate phase in the catalyst and the lattice oxygen being replaced by the oxygen in the 
feed.  This increase in oxygen consumption is accompanied by increase in the selectivity to 
aromatics (since aromatics formation requires oxygen).  The breakdown of COx (i.e. CO and 
CO2) (Appendix 2.4) was not influenced by the oxygen conversion, however, only CO2 was 
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formed below 450 °C, except over MM1.25 where CO was also detected at 400 ᴼC.  This 
could indicate that CO2 is a primary product, since its observed at low temperatures and low 
conversion, this correlation was also made by Maderia and Portela [43] where at low 
temperatures or contact time CO was not observed in the ODH of n-butane.  The ratio of 
CO2/CO was unaffected by both temperature and oxygen conversion, which could indicate 
CO does not undergo deep oxidation to CO2.  Similar results were obtained over a Ni-W-O 
system in the ODH of ethane as reported by Solsona et al. [44]. 
 
2.3.3) Product distribution at iso-conversion 
Selectivities of the different products at iso-conversion (~24%) (iso-conversion was obtained 
by changing the GHSV to obtain the desired conversion) at 500 °C (Fig. 2.7 a) showed that 
the selectivity to octenes decreased with increase in the molybdenum content in the catalyst.  
This decrease in the octene selectivity could be explained by the change in the catalyst acidity 
upon introduction of molybdenum.  The catalyst with highest acidity (i.e. MM1.25) showed 
the lowest selectivity due to octenes undergoing secondary reactions on the catalyst resulting 
in the formation of mostly COx, which is evident by the high selectivity to COx over 
MM1.25. The highest selectivity to octenes was obtained over MM0.87.  This could be a 
result of the excess magnesium oxide, which is basic in nature, and hence, octenes do not 
undergo secondary reactions.  However, MM0.87 also showed high selectivity to CO2 
(Appendix 2.4) which indicates some combustion of n-octane.  This was also observed in the 




Figure 2.6: Breakdown of the C8 aromatics in the ODH of n-octane at C:O 8:3 and 4000 h-1  
                  GHSV over magnesium molybdate with different molybdenum content, MM0.87  








































































The selectivity to aromatic products (i.e. ethylbenzene, styrene and xylene) was highest over 
MM1.06 and MM0.98.  This could be explained considering the total acidity of the catalyst 
promoting consecutive reaction of the octenes (which can be considered as the precursors) to 
form aromatics COx.  Thus comparing the total acidity of the MM0.98 and MM1.25, over the 
most acidic catalyst (i.e. MM1.25) the consecutive reactions were promoted up to COx 
formation and over the less acidic catalyst (i.e. MM0.98) the consecutive reactions stopped at 
the aromatics formation stage [2, 9, 39] (Scheme 2.1).  In the case of MM0.87, the excess 
MgO decreased the strength of the acidity of the catalyst and this resulted in limiting the 
consecutive reactions of octenes (Fig. 2.7 a) relatively to the other catalysts [46].  This is 
evident by the low selectivity to aromatics obtained over MM0.87.  The selectivity to 
aromatics over MM0.98 improved, relative to MM0.87, which was expected, since the 
catalyst is more acidic due to the near stoichiometric ratio of Mg:Mo.  Thus, octenes undergo 
secondary reaction to form aromatics.  The slight excess molybdenum in MM1.06 increased 
the consecutive reactions of octenes over the catalyst, leading to a further increase in the 
selectivity to aromatics.  Furthermore, MM1.25 shows the highest selectivity to CO 
(Appendix 2.4) indicating further or consecutive reactions of octenes/aromatics to CO, since 
Madeira and Portela [43] showed that CO is produced from the over oxidation of the primary 
products of butane ODH over cesium doped nickel molybdate catalyst. 
The breakdown of the octenes isomers (Fig. 2.7 b) at iso-conversion (~24%) showed that the 
n-octane activation occurs at all positions (C1-C4).  The dominant octene isomer formed is the 
2-octene isomer, which is the most thermodynamically stable octene [2].  Furthermore, the 
fact that the 4-octene isomer is formed indicates that there are no significant steric effects 
playing a role in determining the selectivity to a specific isomer over another.  Also trans-
isomers dominant over cis-isomers, likely because trans isomers are more 
thermodynamically stable compared to the cis isomers.  That trans-2-octene dominantes over 
the catalyst, might also indicate that all catalysts posses similar or identical active sites that 
are responsible for octene formation.  Since octene formation takes place through the 
homolytic cleavage of a C-H bond, followed by fast abstraction of a neighbouring hydrogen 
resulting in the formation of octene [46], all catalysts have similar active sites where the first 
C-H abstraction takes place.  
The selectivity to C8 aromatics (ethylbenzene, styrene and xylene) at iso-conversion (~24%) 
(Fig. 2.7 c) showed that ethylbenzene is the dominant aromatic isomer over all four catalysts.  
The aromatic formation from n-octane takes place via one of two routes (Scheme 2.2), 
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namely; C1-C6 cyclization which produces ethylbenzene and styrene, or C2-C7 cyclization 
producing xylene [2, 39, 47, 48].  Molybdenum content in the catalyst did not influence the 
cyclization mode, since all catalysts showed high selectivity to the C1-C6 cyclization mode 
products.  However, styrene selectivity increased over both MM0.98 and MM1.06, this could 
be related to the acidity of the catalyst surface.  Furthermore, the selectivity of styrene was 
higher over the MM1.06 catalyst in comparison to MM0.98, which could also be due to the 
acidity of the catalyst promoting further ODH of ethylbenzene to styrene.  This agrees with 





Figure 2.7:  Selectivity profile of octenes, aromatics and COx (a) Selectivity breakdown of  
                    octene isomers (b) and aromatics (c) over MM0.87, MM0.98, MM1.06 and  


















































Scheme 2.2: The cyclisation mode of n-octane to produce C8 aromatics based on literature  
                     [39].  
Another explanation to the change in the selectivity could be due to change in the content of 
α and β-MgMoO4 in the catalyst.  MM0.87 showed comparable α and β-MgMoO4 content 
(judging by the intensity of the α-201 and β-021peaks), all other catalyst are dominanted by 
the β-MgMoO4 phase.  Yoon et al. [15] showed that when the magnesium molybdate is 
dominanted by the β-MgMoO4, lower conversion of propane and iso-butane is obtained in 
comparison to a catalyst dominanted by the α-MgMoO4, due to α-MgMoO4 being more 
acidic [15].  However, in this study the phase composition will likely not play a major role, 
since the acidity was altered by the molybdenum content rather than the phase composition of 
the catalyst.  However, MM1.25 has crystalline MoO3 (Appendix 2.2) which is reported by 
Lee et al. [16] and Ueda et al. [33] to be inactive in the ODH of light alkanes. 
 
2.3.4) Used catalyst characterization 
The catalyst after each reaction was characterized by XRD and Raman spectroscopy (to 
investigate any phase change that may have taken place during the reaction) and SEM (to see 
if the surface morphology of the catalyst was altered).  The XRD patterns (not shown here) of 
the used catalysts showed that all of the catalysts maintained the initial phases.  However, the 
Raman spectroscopy analyses (Fig. 2.8) showed that the catalysts underwent some degree of 
reduction.  This was observed by a decrease in the intensity of the molybdenum trioxide 










MoO2 (Raman inactive).  Furthermore, the catalyst colour changed from white to grey, 
further indicating reduction of the catalyst.  The BET surface area measurement of the used 
catalysts (Table 2.1) showed that the surface areas of the catalysts with less molybdenum (i.e. 
MM0.87 and MM0.98) increased after the reaction, while the opposite was observed with the 
catalyst rich in molybdenum trioxide.  A similar trend was observed for nickel molybdate 




Figure 2.8: Raman spectra of the used catalysts MM0.87 (a), MM0.98 (b), MM1.06 (c)  
                   and MM1.25 (d), at carbon to oxygen ratio of 8:3 and 4000 h-1 GHSV , MgMoO4  
                   (*). 
SEM analysis of the used catalysts (Appendix 2.5) showed that all catalysts have a slightly 
altered surface morphology by appearance of more plate-like structures.  This could be as a 
result of partial reduction that took place under the reaction conditions.  However, all catalyst 
surface morphologies are still very similar to the initial surface morphology, showing both 












































































The ODH of n-octane is affected by the amount of molybdenum in the catalyst in terms of 
activity and selectivity.  Four catalysts were investigated with varying molybdenum content 
(i.e. MM0.87, MM0.98, MM1.06 and MM1.25).  The main effect introduced by the 
molybdenum content is the alteration of catalyst surface acidity, which in turn influenced the 
selectivity of the catalysts.  The selectivity to octenes increased over the catalysts in the order 
MM0.87>MM0.98~MM1.06>MM1.25, the increase in the strength of the acidity was in the 
same order.  In terms of the selectivity to aromatics, the most selective catalyst was 
MM0.98~MM1.06>MM1.25>MM0.87, while the opposite order was observed for the 
selectivity to COx indicating over oxidation.  The highest selectivity to C8 products (octenes 
and aromatics) was obtained over MM0.98 and MM1.06 based on the iso-conversion results 
(~ 24%) at 500 °C.  Used catalyst characterization showed that the catalysts undergo 
reduction dominanted by the decrease in the molybdenum trioxide peak in the Raman spectra. 
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Effect of the carbon to oxygen ratio on the activity and the 
selectivity of magnesium molybdate in the oxidative 
dehydrogenation of n-octane 
 
Abstract  
A magnesium molybdate catalyst was synthesised by the co-precipitation method and was 
tested in the oxidative dehydrogenation of n-octane.  The catalyst was characterized by in situ 
X-Ray diffraction under reducing and oxidising environments (using 5% hydrogen in 
nitrogen and air, respectively), transmission electron microscopy, ICP-OES, BET-surface 
area measurements and Raman spectroscopy.  The in situ results showed that the catalyst is 
stable under reduction and oxidation environments up to 600 °C.  The effect of the carbon to 
oxygen ratio on the activity (n-octane conversion) and selectivity of the magnesium 
molybdate catalyst in the ODH of n-octane was investigated under four different C:O ratios 
ranging from oxygen lean to oxygen rich environments (i.e. 8:0, 8:1, 8:2 and 8:4).  The 
conversion of n-octane is directly proportional to the oxygen content in the reaction feed, 
with highest conversion (37 %) at a C:O ratio of 8:4 and temperature of 500 °C.  The 
selectivity to octenes, aromatics and COx was greatly influenced by the C:O ratio.  The 
selectivity at iso-conversion (~26 %) showed that the octenes selectivity decreases while 
selectivity to aromatics and COx increases with increase in the oxygen content in the reaction 
mixture.  The characterization of the used catalyst by XRD showed that the catalyst 
maintained the initial phase (i.e. magnesium molybdate), however, the Raman results showed 
that the partial reduction of the magnesium molybdate took place under oxygen lean 
environments (i.e. 8:0 and 8:1). 
Keywords: Magnesium molybdate; oxygen concentration; n-octane; C8 products. 
3.1) Introduction  
Activation of n-paraffins is currently an important field of research for academic and 
industrial reasons.  This interest has arisen, in part, due to the increase in the number of coal 
and gas to liquids plants that also produce linear paraffins [1, 2].  Medium chain length 
paraffins (C6-C12) are hence abundant, but of low value.  Thus, paraffins can be considered a 
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cheap and increasingly available starting material for products with higher economic value 
(e.g. olefins and aromatics) [3].  Oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH) is one of the means for 
activating paraffins, among others (e.g. dehydrogenation).  The advantages of ODH are the 
low operational cost and that it is more environmentally friendly than competitive processes.  
However, the disadvantage of ODH is that the products are more reactive than the starting 
material (i.e. paraffin) [3, 4].  The main challenge in ODH is tailoring a selective catalyst to 
the target product with minimum production of COx.   
Molybdates based materials gained a lot of attention due to their structural chemistry, such as 
oxygen mobility, thermal stability and structural defects.  All these properties play a major 
role in the activity and selectivity of the molybdate catalyst to the target product [5].  Due to 
this, molybdates have been widely used in the oxidation of olefins and ethylbenzene [6, 7].  
Molybdates based catalysts with different cations (e.g. Mg, Co, Zn, Mn and Ni) have been 
extensively investigated in the activation of shorter chain paraffins (e.g. propane and butane).  
The main products obtained with those paraffins are propene and butadiene in the activation 
of propane and butane, respectively.  Yoon et al. [6] reported the effect of the magnesium to 
molybdenum ratio, and the results showed that a slight excess of molybdenum resulted in an 
increase in the conversion of propane to propene.  This observation was also made by Cadus 
et al. [8] where they also showed similar behaviour when the magnesium molybdate catalyst 
was physically mixed with molybdenum trioxide.  Ueda et al. [9] studied the effect of surface 
enriched molybdenum by washing the catalyst with organic and inorganic acids to remove 
magnesium from the surface of the catalyst.  Pre-treatment of the catalyst with ascorbic acid 
increased the conversion of propane from 2 to 12%, with an increase in the selectivity to 
propene from 76 to 81%. Moreover, the ODH of n-hexane over nickel molybdate showed 
good activity and selectivity to hexenes.  Nickel molybdate catalysts demonstrated enhanced 
activity and selectivity to olefins compared to the nickel oxide and the molybdenum oxide, 
separately [3].  This phenomenon is well documented in literature where two inactive phases 
mixed together result in better catalytic activity and selectivity.  This effect can be influenced 
by the synthesis method, which determines if the interaction between the different phases is 
chemical or physical [10].  Furthermore, the two phases of nickel molybdate (α and β-
NiMoO4) showed different activity and selectivity to hexenes.  This is related to the fact that 
in the β-phase molybdenum is octahedrally coordinated and in the α-phase molybdenum is 
tetrahedrally coordinated [3, 11].  
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The focus of this study is to investigate the activity of the magnesium molybdate catalyst in 
the oxidative dehydrogenation of n-octane to value added products.  Furthermore, the effect 
of the carbon to oxygen ratio on the catalyst activity and selectivity was also investigated.   
 
3.2) Experimental 
3.2.1) Catalyst synthesis 
The magnesium molybdate catalyst (MgMoO4) was synthesised following a previously 
reported method [12].  The reagents used in the synthesis were ammonium 
heptamolybdatetetrahydrate (≥ 99%, Merck), magnesium nitrate hexahydrate (min. 97%, 
Sigma-Aldrich) and ammonia solution (Saarchem).  Molybdenum solution (0.5 M) was 
stirred and the pH was maintained at 6 by the addition of ammonia solution.  Thereafter, 0.5 
M magnesium solution was added drop-wise to the molybdenum solution.  After complete 
addition of the magnesium solution, the mixture was heated to 100 °C.  The dry precursor 
was calcined at 550 °C for two hours, resulting in the magnesium molybdate catalyst. 
3.2.2) Catalyst characterization 
The phase(s) presence in the magnesium molybdate catalyst (MgMoO4) bulk were 
determined by X-Ray diffraction (XRD), using a Bruker D8 diffractometer equipped with a 
VANTEC detector with a current and voltage of 40 mA and 40 kV, respectively.  The redox 
behaviour of the catalyst was investigated by in situ XRD (Anton Paar XRK 900 reaction 
chamber) under a reducing environment (5% H2 in nitrogen) and an oxidising environment 
(air), in the temperature range of 100 to 600 °C at 50 °C intervals.  The Catalyst structure was 
viewed on a JOEL 1010 transmission electron microscopy (TEM) equipped with megaView 
software.  The catalyst morphology was viewed using a Zeiss ultra plus scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM)   The bulk composition was determined by inductively coupled plasma-
optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) using a PerkinElmer Optima 5300 DV.  The 
surface area of the catalyst was determined by BET-surface area measurements using a 
Micromeritics Tristar II.  Raman spectra were obtained using an Advantage 532 series 





3.2.3) Catalytic testing  
The catalytic investigations were carried out using a continuous flow reactor.  The catalyst (1 
mL (~ 0.8g) and particle size between 1000-600 µm) was placed in a stainless steel tube (230 
x 15 mm) positioned in a copper heating block.  The catalyst bed temperature was monitored 
and controlled by a movable coaxially centred thermocouple.  The reactor tube was filled 
with silicon carbide (24 gritt) above and below the catalyst bed.  n-Octane (99%, Merck) was 
introduced using an HPLC pump as a liquid which was then vapourised at 200 °C, so that it 
interacted with the catalyst in the gas phase.  The products were collected in a catch pot that 
was cooled to ≤2 °C.  The gaseous products were identified and quantified by a PerkinElmer 
Clarus 400 gas chromatograph (GC) equipped with both flame ionization detector (FID) (for 
hydrocarbons) and thermal conductivity detector (TCD) (for COx).  The products collected 
from the catch pot were also analysed by a PerkinElmer Clarus 400 GC equipped with an FID 
detector. 
All catalytic testing was carried out at atmospheric pressure.  The carbon to oxygen ratio was 
controlled by varying the amount of air (oxygen source), and nitrogen was used as a diluent 
gas at 4000 h-1 GHSV.  All reactions were carried out in a temperature range of 350-500 °C 
at 50 °C intervals.  All reactions had a carbon balance of 100% ±5% and all data points 
represent an average of 2 runs (±3% error). 
3.2.4) Used catalyst characterization 
Used catalysts were characterised after the reaction, without any pre-treatment (kept under 
nitrogen after the reaction), by XRD and Raman spectroscopy. 
3.3) Results and discussion  
3.3.1) Catalyst characterization 
The in situ XRD results under reducing and oxidizing environments (Fig. 3.1 a and b, 
respectively) showed that the catalyst did not undergo thermal lattice expansion, since there 
was no shift in the d-spacing of the peaks as a function of increase in the temperature.  In 
addition, the catalyst was also stable since no reduction was observed (Fig. 3.1 a).  These 
results differ from those observed with other molybdates [13].  Therefore, the cation 
balancing the charge in the molybdate structure also influences the reduction and oxidation of 
the molybdate catalyst, apart from influencing the coordination of molybdenum (tetrahedral 
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vs octahedral) at different temperatures.  For instance, in the nickel molybdate catalyst only 
the α-phase is stable at room temperature and ambient pressure, whereas the β-phase is stable 
at high temperature and pressure [3].  In the case of magnesium molybdate, both phases (i.e. 
α and β) co-exist at low temperature [7, 12, 14] and both the α- and β-MgMoO4 phases where 
detected (Fig. 3.1).  However, the catalyst was dominated by the β-phase at all temperatures 
and also under reducing and oxidising environments.  This was expected since the phase 
composition is mainly determined during the synthesis step and the conditions used in this 
work (i.e. pH of 6 and calcination temperature of 550 °C) favour the β-phase [14].  The bulk 
chemical composition of the catalyst was determined by ICP-OES and gave a Mo/Mg ratio of 
1.06 and the surface area of the catalyst was determined to be 4.2 m2/g. 
The Raman spectroscopy results (Fig. 3.2) showed the presence of both the magnesium 
molybdate and molybdenum trioxide phases.  The asymmetric Mo-O stretching in the 
MgMoO4 was indicated by the peaks at 852 and 903 cm-1, with the symmetric stretching at 
959 cm-1.  The ICP-OES results implied the presence of a slight excess of molybdenum and 
the Raman spectroscopy showed it to be in the MoO3 phase as indicted by the peak at 815 
cm-1. The analysis of the catalyst structure by TEM showed (Fig. 3.3 a) that the catalyst 
consists of round particles and plate-like structures.  The round particles are likely due to the 
magnesium molybdate phase, while the plate-like structure is due to the molybdenum trioxide 
phase that is present in the catalyst as indicated by the Raman spectroscopy and SEM 
analysis (Appendix 2.2).  To further confirm that the plate-like structure is the molybdenum 
trioxide phase, electron diffraction on the plate-like structure was carried (Fig. 3.3 b and c) 
and it matches that of molybdenum trioxide reported in literature [15].  This serves as a 













Figure 3.1: in situ XRD patterns of the MgMoO4 catalyst in the temperature range of 100 to  
                   600 °C under reduction environment (a) and oxidation environment (b).  





































































Figure 3.2:  Raman spectrum of magnesium molybdate catalyst prepared by the co- 
                        precipitation method, magnesium molybdate (*) and molybdenum trioxide (•) 
 
 
Figure 3.3:  TEM image of magnesium molybdate catalyst (a) and selected area showing the  






























3.3.2) Catalytic results 
This study focused at establishing the effect of carbon to oxygen ratio for the activation of n-
octane over magnesium molybdate catalyst.  The influence of oxygen concentration in the 
feed on the selectivity is illustrated in the equations below [16].  The carbon to oxygen (C:O) 
ratios studied were 8:0 (dehydrogenation), 8:1, 8:2 and 8:4.  All the catalytic tests now 
reported were carried out at a GHSV of 4000 h-1.  The n-octane content in the feed was 
maintained at around 11% in the total gaseous mixture at different flow rates of air to obtain 
the different carbon to oxygen ratios and the balance to the 67 mL/min flow was made up 
with nitrogen (as a diluent).  
C8H18                    C8H16+H2 (dehydrogenation)     (Eq.1) 
C8H18 + 0.5O2                  C8H16 + H2O      (Eq.2) 
C8H18 + O2               C8H14+2H2O       (Eq.3) 
C8H18 + 2O2               C8H10 + H2+ 4H2O      (Eq.4) 
C8H18 + 12.5O2                    8CO2+ 9H2O       (Eq.5) 
3.3.2.1) n-Octane activation without fed oxygen (C:O =8:0) 
The catalyst under dehydrogenation conditions (no oxygen) showed low conversion of n-
octane.  The low conversion is likely mostly due to the thermodynamic limitation caused by 
the presence of the abstracted hydrogen from the n-octane molecule [4].  The conversion of 
n-octane was below 1% at low temperatures (up to 400 °C), however, the increase in the 
reaction temperature beyond this resulted in a significant increase in the conversion of n-
octane (Fig. 3.4) and also the reduction of the magnesium molybdate catalyst, which has an 
onset temperature of ~550 ᴼC under 5% H2 as shown in TPR results (Chapter two).  The 
dominant product at all temperatures is 2-octene, which is considered the primary 
dehydrogenation product, as a result of the abstraction of hydrogen from n-octane.  The 
position of the abstraction affects which octene isomer is formed, in addition to which octene 
isomer is the more stable [17-19].  The breakdown of octenes (Fig. 3.4) demonstrated that 
only one octene isomer, 2-octene, is formed at all temperatures.  In comparison with the other 
octene isomers, 2-octene is the most thermodynamically stable octene isomer, thus it is 
expected to have high selectivity [17]. However, at 550 °C aromatics formation was detected 
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(selectivity of 55%), in particular C8 aromatics (i.e. ethylbenzene (25%), styrene (12%) and 
xylene (18%)).  This indicates that the catalyst favours the 1,6-cyclization mode that leads to 
the formation of ethylbenzene that then can undergo dehydrogenation to form styrene [20-
22], rather than the 2,7-cyclization that results in xylene formation.  
 
Figure 3.4: n-Octane conversion and selectivity patterns over the magnesium molybdate at  
                   4000 h-1 and C:O (8:0) as a function of temperature. 
The stability of the catalyst was examined in a time on line experiment where the temperature 
was maintained at 550 °C (Fig. 3.5).  The conversion decreased with increase in the reaction 
time.  The decreased in the conversion could be due the stripping of the lattice oxygen from 
the magnesium molybdate catalyst.  The selectivity of aromatics decreased with increasing 
reaction time, while the octenes selectivity increased.  This could also be due to the stripping 
of the lattice oxygen which is required for the cyclization of octenes to aromatic (i.e. 
ethylbenzene, styrene and xylene).  Thus, initially the reaction likely takes place through the 
Mars and van Krevelen (MvK) mechanism (lattice oxygen removal) producing octenes and 
aromatics.  As the concentration of the lattice oxygen decreases the selectivity to aromatics 
decreases (oxygen consuming steps) and selectivity to octenes increase (because the 















































Figure 3.5:  Time on stream of n-octane over the magnesium molybdate catalyst under  
                      dehydrogenation conditions and GHSV of 4000 h-1at 550 ᴼC. 
3.3.2.2) Effect of carbon to oxygen ratio on activity and selectivity 
Three different C:O ratios (i.e. 8:1, 8:2 and 8:4) were tested in order to understand the 
catalyst stability and activity under oxygen lean and oxygen rich environments.  The 
conversion of n-octane (Fig. 3.6 a) increased with increase in the oxygen content in the 
reaction mixture.  This is due to the oxygen in the reaction feed reacting with the abstracted 
hydrogen from n-octane (forming H2O) and thus shifting the equilibrium to higher conversion 
[4] and eliminating the thermodynamic limitation that is associated with the dehydrogenation 
reaction.  Another influence could be the increase in the (MvK) mechanism rate leading to an 
increase in conversion of n-octane.  Furthermore, the shift in the equilibrium to higher 
conversion could be due to the formation of the thermodynamically stable COx product [17].  
This trend was also observed in the ODH of n-octane over a ceria based catalyst [23] and 
vanadium based catalysts [17].  The conversion of n-octane significantly increased from 450 
ᴼC under all C:O ratios; this could be as a result of the reduction of the magnesium molybdate 
catalyst which corresponds to the onset reduction temperature (~550 ᴼC) under 5% H2 
observed in TPR analysis (Chapter 2). 
The selectivity profile to octenes under different C:O ratios (Fig. 3.6 b) showed the opposite 
trend to that of the conversion of n-octane.  Thus, the selectivity to octenes decreased as the 
oxygen content in the reaction mixture increased and as the reaction temperature increased.  












































COx and cracked products either directly or via multi-step reactions.  The most dominant 
octene isomer under the different C:O ratio is 2-octene, since this isomer is the most 
thermodynamically stable octene isomer [17].  These findings correlate well with those 
observed in the ODH of n-octane over ceria [23] and vanadium [17] based catalysts.  
However, at high temperatures and under oxygen rich environments the selectivity to 2-
octene decreased.  This could be due to 2-octene reacting further to form aromatics, since 2-
octene possess 5 adjacent sp3 carbon atoms that can rotate freely to cyclize and react further 
to form aromatics, while 3-octene and 4-octene have a more rigid structure that limits them 
from reacting further to form aromatics [17, 24]. 
The effect of C:O ratio on the selectivity of C8 aromatics (i.e. ethylbenzene, styrene and 
xylene) was investigated.  The selectivity to aromatics increased with increase in the oxygen 
content and reaction temperature (Fig. 3.6 c).  Furthermore, under the oxygen richest 
environment (8:4 C:O ratio) the initial aromatics formation temperature was 400 °C, rather 
than 450 °C under the other C:O ratios (i.e. 8:1 and 8:2 C:O ratio).  Considering the 
selectivity of both octenes and aromatics suggests that there is a close relationship between 
them, where the octenes selectivities decrease the aromatics selectivities increase, indicating 
the possibility that octenes are precursors to aromatics.  The highest selectivity to aromatics 
was for ethylbenzene, followed by styrene and then xylene.  Therefore, the catalyst favours 
1,6-cyclization (forming ethylbenzene and styrene) rather than 2,7-cyclization (forming 
xylene).  A similar observation was made under the dehydrogenation condition, however, 
introduction of oxygen in the reaction mixture improved the selectivity to aromatics, as well 
as lowering the formation temperature.  
One of the disadvantages of ODH is the decrease in the selectivity to target products due to 
the formation of the thermodynamically stable COx [4].  The selectivity to COx (i.e. CO and 
CO2) (Fig. 3.6 d) increases with increase in the oxygen content in the reaction mixture.  This 
could be as a result of the physisorbed oxygen promoting secondary or combustion reactions 
of the primary ODH products (mainly octenes) [25], this was supported by increase in the 
formation of CO (indicating oxidation of primary products) and CO2 (indicating combustion 
of n-octane) [26], furthermore, the ratio of CO to CO2 (Appendix 3.1) was not influenced by 
the reaction temperature which could indicate that CO does not undergo oxidation to CO2 
[27].  The selectivity of COx peaked at 450 °C, which is the reduction temperature of the 
magnesium molybdate catalyst.  A correlation between the aromatic selectivities and COx 
can be seen, since above 450 °C the selectivity to aromatics increase and selectivity to COx 
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decreased.  This trend was also observed in other work with n-octane ODH [16, 17, 23, 28].  
Thus, from ca. 450 °C sufficient energy is supplied for the aromatics formation, making it a 





Figure 3.6:  Effect of the C:O ratio on the ODH of n-octane in terms of conversion (a),  
                    selectivity to octenes (b), selectivity to aromatics (c) and selectivity to COx (d)  
                    as function of temperature at 4000 h-1 GHSV. 
The oxygen conversion (Fig. 3.7) increased with increase in both reaction temperature and 
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accompanied by increase in the conversion of n-octane and selectivity to COx, likely due to 
the manipulation of the reaction equilibrium (towards product formation) [17], the increase in 
the selectivity to COx could be as a result of the physisorbed oxygen on the surface of the 
catalyst.  Furthermore, the selectivity to aromatics increased with increase in oxygen 
concentration and conversion.  This might be due to the presence of sufficient amount of 
oxygen for cyclization of octenes and dehydrogenation of those cyclic products to aromatics 
(mainly ethylbenzene and styrene) [25].  At low temperatures (i.e. 350 and 400 °C) the 
oxygen conversion is very low, however, from 450 °C the conversion significantly increased, 
this could be due to the oxygen replacing the lattice oxygen in the catalyst, since this 
corresponds to the reduction temperature of the magnesium molybdate phase. 
 
Figure 3.7: Oxygen conversion in the ODH of n-octane over the magnesium molybdate  
                   catalyst as a function of temperature and oxygen concentration in the reaction  
                   mixture at 4000 h-1 GHSV. 
The space time yield (STY) [27] of octenes (STY(goctenes gcat -1 s-1)) (Fig. 3.8 a), emphasises 
the importance of oxygen in the feed in increasing the STY of octene.  The general trend that 
was observed is as the oxygen concentration in the feed and reaction temperature increases 
the STY of octenes increases. This trend was stronger with the STY of aromatics (Fig. 3.8 b), 
indicating the need for oxygen in the reaction and the higher reaction temperature to produce 
C8 aromatics.  This could be explained by considering that aromatic formation takes place 
through subsequent reaction of octenes to aromatics through cyclization and dehydrogenation 
steps [25].  All these steps require oxygen to be present [29], therefore, the STY increased 
with increase in oxygen concentration.  The increase in the STY for these two classes of 
products (i.e. octenes and aromatics) with increase in temperature is a consequence of 
crossing the activation barrier.  Similar observations were made with the ODH of n-octane 
























Figure 3.8: Space time yield of octenes (a) and aromatics (b) over the magnesium molybdate  
                   catalyst in the ODH of n-octane, as a function of oxygen concentration and  
                   reaction temperature at 4000 h-1 GHSV. 
3.3.2.3) iso-Conversion with the different C:O ratios at 500 °C 
In order to compare and determine the most selective or optimum conditions among the 
different C:O ratios, iso-conversion (~26%) data was obtained for the reactions at 8:2 and 8:4 
C:O ratios by changing the GHSV to obtain similar conversion under the different carbon to 
oxygen ration.  The results obtained (Fig. 3.9) showed that the ratio of 8:2 (C:O) shows best 
selectivity towards octenes and aromatics combined, among the two ratios.  The highest 
selectivity towards aromatics was obtained under the 8:4 C:O conditions.  This could be due 
to the available oxygen required for the formation of the aromatic molecules, assuming their 
formation takes place through oxidative dehydrogenation, cyclization and aromatization.  The 
iso-conversion results also showed that the increase in the oxygen content in the reaction 
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Figure 3.9: Selectivity profile at different C:O ratios at iso-conversion of ~26 at 500 °C, for  
                   the ODH of n-octane over magnesium molybdate catalyst. 
The breakdown of the selectivity to the different octene isomers at iso-conversion (Fig. 3.10 
a) shows that the selectivity to both 1-octene and 2-octene decreased with increase in the 
oxygen content in the reaction.  It is likely that these two octene isomers undergo cyclization 
and dehydrogenation to form the aromatic products, which is supported by the increase in the 
aromatics selectivity.  Ethylbenzene and styrene are likely be the product of 1,6 cyclization 
while xylene would be formed through the 2,7-cyclization [24].  The selectivity to different 
aromatics at iso-conversion (Fig. 3.10 b) shows an increase with increase in the oxygen 
concentration in the reaction mixture.  Also seen is the increase in the selectivity to styrene as 
the oxygen content increase in the reaction mixture.  This could be due to the availability of 
oxygen to carry out the further oxidative dehydrogenation step of ethylbenzene to styrene.  
The selectivity to xylene was not greatly affected by the oxygen content in the reaction 




























Figure 3.10:  Octenes isomers (a) and aromatics (b) breakdown at iso-conversion of different  
                     C:O ratio at 500 °C, over the magnesium molybdate catalyst. 
 
3.3.3) Used catalyst characterization 
The used catalysts after each run were kept under nitrogen and characterized by XRD and 
Raman spectroscopy in order to understand the effect of the oxygen content in the reaction 
mixture on the catalyst structure.  The XRD results (Fig. 3.11) indicate that the catalyst did 
not undergo structural changes under the different oxygen concentration in the reaction 















































Furthermore, the ratio of α- to β-MgMoO4 seems to be unaffected by the oxygen content.  
However, the Raman results (Fig. 3.12) show that some of the catalysts did undergo partial 
reduction which was influenced by the oxygen content in the reaction mixture.  The Raman 
spectra (Fig. 3.12 a and b) of the catalysts that were used under oxygen lean environments 
(i.e. 8:0 and 8:1 C:O) showed that both catalysts underwent partial reduction, as indicated by 
the formation of MoO3 shown by the peak at ~ 815 cm-1.  The intensity of the MoO3 peak in 
comparison to the intensity of the MgMoO4 can indicate the level of reduction.  As expected 
the catalyst used under dehydrogenation conditions showed the highest level of reduction, 
since there is no oxygen in the feed to reoxidize the catalyst.  The reduction level decreased 
with increase in the oxygen content, due to the oxygen in the feed reoxidizing the catalyst. 
 
Figure 3.11: XRD patterns of the used magnesium molybdate catalyst in the activation of n- 
                     octane at 4000 h-1 under different C:O ratios: 8:0 (a), 8:1 (b), 8:2 (c), and 8:4 (d)  
                     magnesium molybdate (*) and molybdenum trioxide (•). 
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Figure 3.12: Raman spectra of the used magnesium molybdate catalyst at different C:O  
                     ratios; 8:0 (a), 8:1 (b), 8:2 (c), and 8:4 (d), MoO3 (•) and MgMoO4 (*). 
 
3.4) Conclusion 
Magnesium molybdate is active in the oxidative dehydrogenation and dehydrogenation of n-
octane.  Oxygen concentration in the feed influenced the catalyst stability (the catalyst 
undergoes partial reduction under oxygen lean environments).  Oxygen content also 
influenced the activity of the catalyst in terms of n-octane conversion (the conversion 
increased with increase in oxygen content, due to reaction equilibrium manipulation) and the 
selectivity to value added products was also influenced by the oxygen content, where high 
oxygen content lead to an increase in COx selectivity, however, selectivity to aromatics 
increased also.  The optimum C:O ratio was determined at iso-conversion at 500 °C to be 8:2, 
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The effect of the oxidation environment on the activity and 
selectivity to aromatics and octenes over cobalt molybdate in the 
oxidative dehydrogenation of n-octane 
Abstract 
A cobalt molybdate catalyst was synthesised by the co-precipitation method and 
characterized by XRD, BET-surface area measurements, ICP-OES, Raman, TPR, TPO, SEM 
and SEM-EDX.  XRD results showed that the dominate phase in the catalyst is the β-phase.  
The ratio of Co:Mo was determined by ICP-OES to be 1:1.04.  The excess molybdenum is 
found in the molybdenum trioxide phase as shown by the Raman results.  The TPR/O/R/O/R 
results showed that the catalyst can undergo the redox cycle where cobalt molybdate reduces 
to the molybdite and spinel form of cobalt molybdate (by 5% hydrogen) and oxidize back to 
the cobalt molybdate after oxygen exposure.  The catalytic testing was carried out in a 
continuous flow fixed bed reactor at atmospheric pressure and a temperature range of 350 to 
550 °C in 50 °C intervals with different oxygen content (i.e. C:O ratio of 8:0, 8:1, 8:2, 8:3 
and 8:4) in the reaction mixture.  The conversion of n-octane increased with increase in the 
oxygen content in the reaction mixture, which was accompanied by changes in the selectivity 
patterns.  The dominant products were the octenes at all temperatures and different carbon to 
oxygen ratios.  Furthermore, the selectivity to aromatic products increased with increase in 
the strength of the oxidising environment in the feed mixture and was dominated by styrene 
and ethylbenzene (both products of 1,6-cyclization).  The yields of octenes, aromatics, 
cracked products and COx at 500 °C showed that an increase in the oxygen content resulted 
in a decrease in the yield to octenes and an increase in what can be considered secondary 
products (i.e. aromatics, cracked products and COx).  The total selectivity % of value-added 
products (i.e. octenes and aromatics) also decreased with increase in the oxygen content, due 
to the increase in cracked products and COx yields (which are not considered value added 
products).  Characterization of the spent catalysts at the different conditions showed that the 
catalyst maintains the cobalt molybdate phase under the 8:2, 8:3 and 8:4 C:O conditions, 
while complete segregation took place under dehydrogenation conditions and partial 
segregation occurred at an 8:1 C:O ratio. 
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4.1) Introduction 
Alkenes have been produced by dehydrogenation for the past six decades, and have large 
scale applications in the petrochemical industry.  They are used as feedstock in the 
production of value added products (though functionalization) [1, 2].  In recent years, the 
petrochemical industry has looked towards using paraffins to produce value-added products 
through oxidative dehydrogenation or partial oxidation of paraffins, since paraffins are 
abundant and cheap, in part due to the increase in the number of the coal to liquid and gas to 
liquid plants (CTL and GTL) worldwide [3].  Oxidative dehydrogenation of paraffins offers a 
number of advantages, namely; the reaction is exothermic, low energy costs, low 
environmental impact, lower greenhouse gas emissions [3] and it does not suffer from 
equilibrium limitation.  Moreover, dehydrogenation of alkanes is accompanied by low 
selectivities and high yields of coke and cracked products, moreover, carbon deposit results 
in blockage of the active site in the catalyst leading to a shorting of the life span of the 
catalyst [4].  The use of oxygen in the reaction mixture reduces coke formation and 
overcomes equilibrium and thermodynamic limitations of the dehydrogenation reaction [1, 5, 
6].  Therefore, activation of paraffins via oxidative dehydrogenation is gaining a lot of 
interest academically and industrially [7, 8]. 
Molybdates are considered one of the better catalysts for the oxidation of olefins due to their 
suitable solid-state redox [9-15].  Furthermore, the advantage of molybdates is that the metal-
oxygen bond can be tailored, based on the structure and the nature of the molybdate [16].  It 
has been shown that the different phases (i.e. α and β) nickel molybdate have different 
activity and selectivity to hexenes in the oxidative dehydrogenation of n-hexane [3]. Also the 
effect of carbon to oxygen ratio affects the selectivity to hexenes over the β-nickel molybdate 
[17].  
Cobalt molybdate has been used in different types of catalysis such as hydrodesulfurization 
[18], hydrolysis of carbonyl sulphide (COS) [19] and the oxidative dehydrogenation of light 
paraffins, mainly propane [20-23].  For the latter processes selectivity to useful products was 
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64% at 7% conversion of propane, however, an increase in the conversion to 15% resulted in 
a decrease in the selectivity to useful products [23].  Moreover, cobalt molybdate showed 
good activity and selectivity to propene among different molybdates studied, such as Cu, Fe, 
Mn and Zn [20-22]. 
Based on the activity and selectivity of cobalt molybdate in the oxidative dehydrogenation of 
light paraffins and the increase in the amount of n-octane worldwide, we decided to 
investigate the activity and selectivity of cobalt molybdate in the oxidative dehydrogenation 
of n-octane.  In addition, the effect of the carbon to oxygen ratio on the catalyst activity, 
selectivity and stability was explored. 
4.2) Experimental 
4.2.1) Catalyst synthesis 
The cobalt molybdate catalyst was prepared by the co-precipitation method modified from 
literature [21]. Equi-concentration solutions of molybdenum ((NH4)Mo7O24.4H2O, Merck) 
and cobalt (Co(NO3)2.6H2O), ACE) were prepared with deionized water.  The molybdenum 
solution was stirred at room temperature and the pH was adjusted to 6 using aqueous 
ammonia (Saarchem).  Then the cobalt solution was added drop-wise with continuous 
stirring.  Upon addition of the cobalt solution the mixture turned purple.  After complete 
addition of the cobalt solution, the mixture was heated to 90 °C.  Once part of the water had 
evaporated a purple precipitate formed.  The slurry was then dried in an oven for 12 hours at 
110 °C.  The purple precipitate was calcined at 550 °C for 2 hours to produce cobalt 
molybdate. 
4.2.2) Catalyst characterization 
The phase composition of the catalyst was analysed by X-Ray diffraction (XRD) using a 
Bruker D8 Advance operated with a copper radiation source (1.5406 nm) and an Anton Paar 
XRK 900 reaction chamber.  BET-surface area measurements were carried out after the 
sample was degassed at 200 °C overnight under nitrogen flow using a Micromeritics flow 
prep 060 and analysed using a Micromeritics Tristar II.  The Raman analyses were carried out 
using an Advantage 532 series spectrometer with Nuspec software.  The molar ratio of the 
two metals (i.e. cobalt and molybdenum) in the bulk of the catalyst was determined by 
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inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES) using a PerkinElmer 
Precisely Optima 5300DV, after the sample was digested using hydrochloric acid (HCl 32%, 
Merck).  Temperature programme reduction (TPR), temperature programme desorption 
(TPD) and temperature programmed reduction/oxidation/reduction (TPR/O/R/O/R) were 
carried out in a Micromeritics 2920 Autochem II chemisorption analyser following a reported 
method [1].  The catalyst structure and surface morphology were viewed using a Ziess Ultra 
Plus scanning electron microscope (SEM).  Samples were placed on aluminium stubs using a 
double sided carbon tape and the samples were coated with carbon. 
4.2.3) Catalytic testing 
The catalytic testing was carried out using a continuous flow fixed bed reactor in vertical 
flow mode.  The catalyst was placed in the middle of the isothermal region in the stainless 
steel tube (10 mm ID and 210 mm length).  All voids in the reactor tube were filled with 
carborandum (24 gritt, Polychem).   1 mL (0.8091 g) of the catalyst was freshly used for each 
reaction, with a particle size between 1000-600 µm.  All reactions were carried out in the 
temperature range of 350 – 550 °C at 50 °C intervals.  The molar ratio of carbon to oxygen 
was adjusted to obtain the different C:O ratios (i.e. 8:1, 8:2, 8:3 and 8:4) using air as the 
oxygen source.  The target GHSV of 4000 h-1 (total flow of gases 67 mL/min) was obtained 
by using nitrogen as diluent inert gas.  All liquids (unreacted octane and products) were 
collected in a catch-pot that is cooled to 2 °C.  The volume of the gaseous products were 
measured using a Ritter Drum-Type gas flow meter.  All the reaction products (liquid and 
gas) were identified and quantified using gas chromatography (GC).  The gaseous products 
were injected into a PerkinElmer Clarus 400 (GC) equipped with a thermal conductivity 
detector (TCD) (COx analysis) and also in a PerkinElmer Clarus 400 (GC) equipped with a 
flame ionization detector (FID).  The liquid products from the catch-pot were analysised by 
the GC with the FID detector.  All reactions reported have a carbon balance between 95-
105% and the results reported are the average of at least two runs. 
4.2.4) Used catalyst characterization 
The used catalyst was kept under nitrogen after the reaction and characterized by XRD, BET-





4.3) Results and discussion  
4.3.1) Catalyst characterization 
The X-Ray diffraction results (Fig. 4.1 a) showed the two phases of the cobalt molybdate 
present, which are the α- and β-CoMoO4.  The main difference between these two phases is 
in the co-ordination environment around the molybdenum center.  The co-ordination around 
the molybdenum centre in β-CoMoO4 is partially distorted tetrahedral, while in the α-
CoMoO4 phase the co-ordination is octahedral around the molybdenum centre [24].  The α- 
and β- phases of cobalt molybdate also differ in colour is the physical appearance, where the 
former is purple in colour and the latter is green.  The transformation between the two phases 
can be achieved by applying pressure or increasing the temperature.  The dominance of the β-
phase at room temperature is expected, since that phase is the more stable form of CoMoO4 at 
room temperature and atmospheric pressure [24]. 
The Raman analysis (Fig. 4.1 b) showed two peaks at 940 and 818 cm-1.  The peak at 940 cm-
1 corresponds to the cobalt molybdate phase, in particular the β-form of cobalt molybdate 
[25].  Thus, these results relate well with the XRD results showing that the β-CoMoO4 is the 
dominant phase.  Moreover, the expected Raman peak for the α-CoMoO4 (at 950 cm-1) was 
not clearly observed.  However, the broadening of the peak at 940 cm-1 suggested that the 
peak due to α-CoMoO4 could be overlapping with the characteristic peak of the β-CoMoO4.  
The presence of MoO3 was indicated by the Raman peak at 818 cm-1, which corresponds to 
the Mo-O asymmetric frequency [26].  The presence of the excess molybdenum (likely in the 
form of MoO3) was also detected by ICP-OES which gave a Co:Mo ratio of 1:1.04.  The 
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Figure 4.1: XRD pattern (a) of the cobalt molybdate catalyst synthesised by  
                        co-precipitation (α and β cobalt  molybdate phases and only the major peaks are  
                          labelled) and Raman spectrum (b) molybdenum oxide (•) and cobalt molybdate (*) 
 
The temperature programmed reduction, oxidation and repeat cycles of reduction and 
oxidation (Fig. 4.2) showed two reduction peaks (Fig. 4.2, reduction 1), the first peak at 
around 650 °C, the second peak at around 850 °C.  The lower temperature reduction peak is 















cobalt molybdate (Co2MoO4), both present in equimolar quantities [27].  The higher 
temperature reduction peak is due to complete reduction of molybdite and the spinel to the 
metal form (i.e. cobalt and molybdenum) [27].  Also, the small quantity of molybdenum 
trioxide present is likely reducing to the molybdenum dioxide phase at around 650 °C [27].  
Furthermore, the reduction-oxidation-reduction-oxidation-reduction cycle shows that the 
catalyst can go through the redox cycle without permanently changing phase, i.e. as long as 
there is enough oxygen to oxidize the catalyst back to the cobalt molybdate phase, phase 
segregation does not take place. 
 
Figure 4.2:  TPR/O/R/O/R of the cobalt molybdate catalyst synthesised by the co-precipitation  
                     method. 
The surface morphology of the catalyst (Appendix 4.1) was observed by SEM.  The results 
showed that the catalyst consists of round shaped particles and some plate like particles.  The 
plate like particles are believed to be due to the free molybdenum trioxide that is present in 
the catalyst in small quantity and the round particles are the cobalt molybdate.  This also 
would agree with the Raman results, since this shows that the catalyst is dominated by the 






4.3.2) Catalytic results  
4.3.2.1) n-Octane activation at a C:O ratio of 8:0 (dehydrogenation) 
There was low conversion of n-octane over cobalt molybdate under reducing conditions (no 
oxygen), with a highest conversion of 11% at 550 °C.  The low conversion could be 
attributed to the equilibrium of the reaction not being pushed towards product formation due 
to the absence of the formation of the thermodynamically stable products (such as COx and 
water) [28].  Furthermore and/or in addition, the strong reducing environment resulted in 
reduction of the catalyst, since there is not sufficient lattice oxygen to maintain the initial 
phase of the catalyst.  This was confirmed by the spent catalyst characterization, where the 
XRD of the spent catalyst (Fig. 4.3) showed the formation of cobalt oxide and molybdenum 
oxide.  These phases are the same phases that were found to form in the TPR analysis of 
cobalt molybdate.  The Raman analysis (Appendix 4.2) confirmed the formation of the cobalt 
oxide.  At 350 °C the only products observed were the dehydrogenation products (i.e. octenes 
and octadienes).  As the reaction temperature increased (400-450 °C), the selectivity to the 
dehydrogenation products decreased and the selectivity to the dehydrocyclization products 
(aromatization) increased.  This change occurs at the onset reduction temperature of 
molybdenum trioxide as observed in the TPR profile.  However, at the onset temperature for 
the reduction of cobalt molybdate (~ 500 °C) the catalyst again favoured dehydrogenation 
only, rather than the dehydrocyclization path, as demonstrated by the increase in the 
selectivity to the octenes and decrease in the selectivity to aromatics (Fig. 4.4 a).   
 
 
Figure 4.3: XRD diffractogram of the used catalyst under n-octane at an 8:0 C:O ratio at 4000 h-1  
                  showing Co3O4 (*) and MoO2 (•).  
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The breakdown of the octenes selectivity (Fig. 4.4 b) shows the dominance of the 2-octene 
isomer, that is accompanied by o-xylene dominating in the aromatic product breakdown (Fig. 
4.4 c).  This correlation suggests that 2-octene is the precursor to xylene through 2,7-
cyclization.  There was no 1-octene observed at the different temperatures, however, 
ethylbenzene and styrene were detected at 400 and 450 °C, respectively.  This could be 
attributed to the high reactivity of 1-octene, which can be explained by the fact that 1-octene 
contains six sp3 carbon atoms in a sequence providing the free rotation that is required for 1,6 
cyclization to take place leading to the formation of ethylbenzene and styrene [28-31].  At 





Figure 4.4:  Conversion and general selectivity pattern (a), octenes (b) and aromatics selectivity  
                    breakdown (c) of cobalt molybdate under n-octane at an 8:0 C:O ratio  







A time on stream experiment was carried to study the stability of the catalyst under 
dehydrogenation conditions at 500 °C.  Fig. 4.5 shows the catalyst activity and selectivity to 
octenes and aromatics.  Reaction time has clear effects on both catalyst activity and 
selectivity.  As the conversion of n-octane decreased with time so too did the aromatics 
selectivity.  The selectivity to octenes increased as the selectivity to aromatics decreased.  
This is likely due to the stripping of the lattice oxygen from the catalyst that is required for 
the aromatization of the octenes products to produce aromatics.  The catalyst was removed 
and characterized, once after 4 hours and again in a repeat run after 18 hours on stream to 
investigate any changes in the catalyst.  Fig. 4.6 shows the XRD pattern of the used catalyst.  
The cobalt molybdate has been reduced to the oxide forms of cobalt and molybdenum.  Thus, 
the change in the catalyst activity and selectivity is likely due to phase changes in the catalyst 
brought upon by the strong reducing environment.  Furthermore, the change in the catalyst 
structure, activity and selectivity indicates that the reaction goes through, at least in part, goes 
through the oxidative dehydrogenation pathway rather than the dehydrogenation pathway. 
 
Figure 4.5: Cobalt molybdate catalyst activity and selectivity as function of time in the  






Figure 4.6:  XRD patterns for the used catalyst under dehydrogenation conditions at 500 °C and 4000   
                    h-1 after 4 hours (a) and 18 hours (b) reaction.  The two phases detected were Co3O4 (*)  
                    and MoO2 (•). 
4.3.2.2) Effect of oxygen content on activity and selectivity 
Four different carbon to oxygen (C:O) ratios were investigated to shed light on their effect on 
the conversion and the selectivity of the cobalt molybdate to non-COx products.  As the 
oxygen content in the reaction mixture increased in the order 8:1 < 8:2 < 8:3 < 8:4, so did the 
conversion of n-octane (Fig. 4.7 a).  The iso-thermal increase, with increasing oxygen 
concentration, in the conversion is due to the shift in the reaction equilibrium towards the 
products, which is brought on by the increase in the formation of COx (Fig. 4.7 b) and water 
as a function of oxygen in the reaction mixture [28].  The highest selectivity to COx was 
obtained at 400 °C with a carbon to oxygen ratio of 8:1 (oxygen deficient environment), after 
which the selectivity decreased with increasing temperature to the lowest COx selectivity 
among the different carbon to oxygen ratios.  A similar pattern was observed for the carbon 
to oxygen ratio of 8:2, however, the increase at 400 °C was lower in comparison to that at the 
8:1 ratio.  The selectivity to COx generally decreased with an increase in the reaction 
temperature, as a result of the formation of more ODH products.  The selectivity to octenes in 
general increased with a decrease in the oxygen content in the reaction mixture.  At low 
oxygen content (i.e. C:O ratio of 8:1 and 8:2) the formation of octenes was favoured and 
became less favoured with higher oxygen content (i.e. 8:3 and 8:4) due to secondary reactions 
[28-32].  Moreover, the selectivity to octenes (Fig. 4.7 c) decreased or reached a plateau at 
higher temperatures due to subsequent reactions forming aromatics and cracked products. 
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The increase in the selectivity towards aromatics at high temperatures (Fig. 4.7 d) supports 
the belief that octenes are the precursors to aromatics through cyclization. 
The dominant octene isomer is 2-octene (as in the dehydrogenation reaction) across the 
different temperatures and carbon to oxygen ratios.  However, as the oxygen content 
increased in the reaction mixture other isomers were formed (i.e. 3- and 4-octenes), though 
their selectivities remained lower than that to 2-octene.  With regards to the aromatics 
breakdown, the selectivity to xylene was the highest under oxygen deficient environment 
conditions (i.e. 8:1), however, an increase in oxygen content in the reaction mixture favoured 
the formation of ethylbenzene and, more so, styrene (i.e. products of 1,6-cyclization).  The 
increase in the selectivity to ethylbenzene and styrene can be attributed to the increase in the 
oxygen available for the 1,6-cyclization and dehydrogenation to give styrene.  The increase in 
the 1,6-cyclization was accompanied by a decrease in the selectivity to 1-octene, which is 
believed to be the precursor for the 1,6-cyclization.  This hypothesis was supported by the 
increase in the selectivity toward 4-octene relative to the other octenes in oxygen rich 
environments, since its less reactive than the other isomers and the position of the double 







Figure 4.7:  Effect of oxygen on the conversion of n-octane (a), COx selectivity (b), octenes  
                    selectivity (c), aromatics selectivity (d) and oxygen conversion (e) over cobalt molybdate  
                    at 4000 h-1 as function of reaction temperature. 
The general trend observed for oxygen conversion over cobalt molybdate (Fig. 4.7 e) is that 
the conversion increased as the reaction temperature increased, consequently, the n-octane 








conversion of oxygen also generally plateaued at the same temperatures indicating the 
correlation between oxygen and formation of those products.  This trend was also observed in 
the ODH of n-octane over Co/ceria [33] and vanadium [28] based catalysts.  At 550 °C and a 
C:O ratio of 8:1 the selectivity to aromatics increased and that was accompanied by an 
increase in the oxygen conversion, which indicates that oxygen has been consumed to 
produce aromatics.  Furthermore, the results obtained showed that the system is always 
oxygen sufficient and at no temperature or C:O ratio was the system oxygen deficient.  
Furthermore, the ratio of CO and CO2  was constant at all ratios (Appendix 4.3), which 
indicates that CO does not undergo deep oxidation to form CO2 [34]. 
A further way to investigate the effect of both oxygen concentration and reaction temperature 
on the reaction is by determining the formation rate of value added products (i.e. octenes and 
aromatics).  The formation rate of octenes (Fig. 4.8 a) and aromatics (Fig. 4.8 b) were 
calculated as reported by Solsona et al. [34].  The general trend in the formation rate of 
octenes (Fig. 4.8 a) is an increase in the formation rate of octenes as the oxygen concentration 
in the feed increased, the exception is the 8:2 C:O ratio, which showed the highest formation 
rate.  The increase in the oxygen concentration was also accompanied by an increase in the 
formation rate of C8 aromatics (Fig. 4.8 b).  This indicates that aromatics are formed through 
subsequent reactions starting from octane, through cyclization and dehydrogenation where 










Figure 4.8:  Formation rate of octenes (a) and aromatics (b) as a function of oxygen  
                  concentration and reaction temperature in ODH of n-octane over cobalt  
                  molybdate.  
 
4.3.2.3) Effect of C:O ratio on product distribution  
The yields of octenes, aromatics, cracked products and COx at 500 °C as a function of the 
oxygen content in the reaction mixture are shown in Fig. 4.9 a.  The yields of the octenes in 
general slightly increase with increase in the oxygen content in the reaction, since these are 
the reagent for the formation of the secondary products (i.e. aromatics, cracked products and 
COx).  This is indicated by the clear increase in the yield of the secondary products as the 
oxygen content increased.  The increase in the COx yield could be as a direct result of the 
increase in the oxygen content causing over oxidation of octenes to the thermodynamically 
stable COx products.  The value-added C8 selectivity % (VAP%) (Fig. 4.9 b) decreased with 
increase in the oxygen content in the reaction.  This observation emphasises that the yield of 
undesired products (mainly COx) increased with oxygen content.  At lower oxygen content  
(i.e. C:O ratios of 8:1 and 8:2) the VAP% was mainly due to the high yields of octenes, as the 





ratio of 8:3 can be considered ideal for obtaining both octenes and aromatics and a lower ratio 
(i.e 8:2) is best for octenes formation. 
 
Figure 4.9 a: Yield % of octene, aromatics, cracked and COx products at 500 °C as function of the  
                      oxygen content in the reaction mixture. 
 
Figure 4.9 b: VAP% plot as effect of oxygen content over cobalt molybdate catalyst at 500 °C and  
                      GHSV of 4000 h-1 
 
4.3.3) Used catalyst characterization 
The used catalyst was characterized using XRD, Raman and BET surface area measurements, 
in order to investigate any phase change that may have been brought on by the reaction 
conditions.  Therefore, the catalyst was characterized without any pre-treatment to avoid any 
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changes to the used catalyst.  The XRD (Appendix 4.4) confirms the presence of cobalt 
molybdate as the dominant phase in the used catalyst regardless of the oxygen content in the 
reaction mixture.  However, the Raman analyses (Fig. 4.10) showed more clearly the effect of 
the oxygen content in the reaction mixture.  For the catalyst under oxygen deficient 
conditions (i.e. an 8:1 C:O ratio) a peak at ~ 468 cm-1 was detected (Fig. 4.10) and it 
corresponded to Co-O in cobalt oxide.  The ratio between the cobalt oxide to the cobalt 
molybdate (peak at ~ 937 cm-1) indicated that the dominant phase is the cobalt molybdate.  
The Raman analyses (Fig. 4.10) of the used catalysts obtained under oxygen richer 
environments (i.e. C:O ratios of 8:2, 8:3 and 8:4) showed the presence of cobalt molybdate 
only (peak at ~ 937 cm-1).  These results indicate that the catalyst maintains its phase during 
the reaction as long as there is sufficient oxygen to re-oxidize the catalyst and maintain the 






















































Figure 4.10:  Raman spectra of the used catalysts tested under different oxygen contents (a) 8:1, (b)  








4.4) Summary and Conclusion 
The cobalt molybdate catalyst synthesised by the co-precipitation method consisted of a 
mixture of the β- and α-CoMoO4 phases, however, the catalyst was dominated by the β-
CoMoO4 phase and this is the more stable phase of cobalt molybdate.  The TPR/O/R/O/R 
results showed that the catalyst can undergo the redox cycle without undergoing any 
irreversible transformation. The catalyst was tested in the oxidative dehydrogenation of n-
octane under different carbon to oxygen ratios (i.e. 8:0, 8:1, 8:2, 8:3 and 8:4).  The catalyst 
showed low conversion under dehydrogenation conditions and this resulted in the complete 
segregation of the cobalt molybdate catalyst.  However, introduction of oxygen to the system 
significantly improved the conversion and also the selectivity to aromatics, and the catalyst 
maintained the cobalt molybdate phase after the reaction. The highest selectivity to octene of 
~55% was obtained at an 8:1 carbon to oxygen ratio at 450 °C, while the highest selectivity to 
aromatics was obtained at an 8:3 carbon to oxygen ratio at the same temperature.  At low 
temperature (350 °C), conversion was low and octene formation was favoured at all carbon to 
oxygen ratios again shows octenes are primary products.  There is a slight increase in the 
yield of the octenes with increase in the oxygen content, which is accompanied by a clear 
increase in the yield of aromatics, cracked and COx products.  This resulted in a decrease in 
the value-added product yields.  Therefore, the best carbon to oxygen ratio for octenes 
production is an 8:1 C:O ratio, while for aromatics it is 8:3. 
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Effect of the cation in the molybdate structure: activity and 
selectivity in n-octane ODH 
Abstract 
Two molybdates with different cations (magnesium molybdate and cobalt molybdate) 
were synthesised by co-precipitation with similar ratios of cation:molybdenum (~ 
1:1).  The two molybdates were characterized by XRD, BET-surface area 
measurements, Raman spectroscopy, inductively coupled plasma-optical emission 
spectroscopy, infra-red spectroscopy, electron imaging (reported elsewhere), in situ 
XRD under n-octane and porosity studies.  The in situ XRD results showed that 
magnesium and cobalt molybdate are stable under reducing environment up to 600 
and 500 C, respectively, after which phase segregation takes place.  The catalytic 
testing was carried out at a GHSV of 4000 h-1, carbon to oxygen ratio of 8:3 and in 
the temperature range of 350 to 500 C in 50 C intervals.  The highest activity (in 
terms of n-octane conversion) was obtained over cobalt molybdate (CM) with the 
highest selectivity to aromatics.  However, magnesium molybdate (MM) was the most 
selective to octenes, as observed at iso conversion.  The space time yields of value 
added products over the two molybdates showed that MM is most selective to octenes 
and CM to aromatics.  Increasing the reaction temperature had a positive effect over 
both catalysts by increasing the activity and decreases the selectivity to COx, 
especially at high temperature (i.e. 500 C). 
Keywords:  n-octane, cations, molybdates, octenes, C8 aromatics, COx. 
5.1) Introduction  
Since world war II there has been a lot of interest in the production of olefins from the 
cheap and readily available paraffins [1].  Some processes have been developed to 
mainly produce olefins and aromatics, which are both considered as being valuable 
starting materials in the petrochemical industries.  Currently, olefins are produced 
commercially through dehydrogenation of paraffin (e.g. Pacol™) and steam cracking, 
among other methods.  However, these two processes suffer from two key 
disadvantages, which are economic impact from the shutdown period (for catalyst 
regeneration) and the environmental impact (extensive use of energy).  These two 
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disadvantages motivated researchers to investigate oxidative dehydrogenation (ODH), 
in which the use of oxygen eliminates or limits those two disadvantages.  However, 
for ODH process to be commercially utilized there is a great need to development 
active and selective catalyst(s) for the production of olefins, aromatics and oxygenates 
with low selectivity to the thermodynamically stable COx. 
Molybdates are among the materials that have been extensively investigated in the 
oxidative dehydrogenation of light paraffins, due to the possibility of modifying their 
thermal stability, metal-oxygen bond strength, oxygen mobility in their lattice and 
structure defects by changing the nature of the cation in the molybdate structure (e.g. 
Ni, Fe, Co, Mg, Zn, etc.) [2].  Various approaches have been taken to tailor the 
activity and selectivity of molybdates, mainly in ODH of light paraffins.  Lee et al. 
[3] and Yoon et al. [4-7] investigated the effect of excess molybdenum trioxide on the 
activity and selectivity of magnesium molybdate, showing that a slight excess of 
molybdenum trioxide improves the activity of the catalyst without compromising its 
selectivity to olefins.  Combination of cations in the molybdate structure were also 
investigated [8, 9] and these showed different activity and selectivity to the 
corresponding mono-molybdates.  Changing the cation in the molybdate structure also 
influences the structure or the co-ordination of the molybdenum centre (e.g. α- vs β- 
molybdate).  Pillay et al. [10, 11] showed the effect of the different molybdate phases 
(i.e. α- vs β- molybdate) using nickel molybdate in the ODH of n-hexane, where the 
α-phase is more active than the β-phase, however, the latter is more selective than the 
former phase.  Few researchers focused their work on the effect of the cation in 
molybdates in the ODH of light paraffins [6, 12], however, no work was done on 
medium linear chain paraffins. 
The motivation of this work was to investigate the effect of the cations (i.e. Mg and 
Co) in the ODH of n-octane, focusing on activity and selectivity to value added 
products (i.e. octenes and C8 aromatics) 
5.2) Experimental 
5.2.1) Catalysts preparation  
All catalyst were synthesised by the co-precipitation method for magnesium 
molybdate (MM) and cobalt molybdate (CM) [4].  The synthesis of MM (as an 
example) was carried out by preparing equi-concentrations of molybdenum solution 
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(ammonia heptamolybdate-tetrahydrate, Merck) and magnesium solution (magnesium 
nitrate, Aldrich).  The pH of the molybdenum solution was adjusted to 6 by aqueous 
ammonia solution (25%).  The magnesium solution was added drop-wise to the 
molybdenum solution with continuous stirring, and after complete addition, the 
solution was heated until slurry formation.  The white slurry was dried in an oven at 
110 C overnight and calcined at 550 C for 2 h, yielding the MM catalyst.  A similar 
method was followed to prepare the CM catalyst, although in this case the slurry was 
purple in colour. 
5.2.2) Catalysts characterization 
All catalysts were characterized using the same techniques in order to determine the 
chemical and physical effect of changing the cation in the molybdate.  Powder and in 
situ X-Ray diffraction (XRD) under n-octane, with C:O of 8:1 was carried using 
Bruker D8 advanced equipped with a copper radiation source, BET-surface area 
measurements, Raman spectroscopy, inductively coupled plasma-optical emission 
spectroscopy (reported in chapter 3 and 4) were used as characterisation techniques.  
The effect of the cation in porosity of molybdate was investigated using a 
Micromeritics Tristar (II), the samples were degased at 200 ºC overnight under 
nitrogen flow.  The analysis of the two samples was carried out at liquid nitrogen 
temperature and 55 point analyses were carried out. 
 
5.2.3) Catalytic testing 
The catalytic testing was carried out in a continuous flow fixed bed reactor at a carbon 
to oxygen ratio of 8:3 and GHSV of 4000 h-1.  These conditions were based on 
previous work (Chapters 3 and 4).  Products identification and quantification were 
carried out using gas chromatography (GC).  The liquid (organic) products collected 
from the catch pot were injected into a Perkin Elmer Clarus 400 (GC) equipped with a 
flame ionization detector (FID), the gaseous sample were injected in the GC-FID and 





5.3) Results and discussion  
5.3.1) Catalyst characterization  
The chemical stability of the molybdate was greatly influenced by the choice of cation 
in the molybdate.  The in situ XRD results under near reaction conditions (8:1 C:O) 
showed that the catalyst reduced at different temperatures based on the cation of 
choice.  In the case of MM, the molybdate phase is stable up to 600 C (Fig. 5.1 a) 
and only under goes reduction after 4 hours at 600 ºC, while the CM catalyst (Fig. 5.1 
b) undergoes reduction from 500 ºC under n-octane flow.  Moreover, in the cooling 
cycle these phases (segregated metal oxides) did not oxidize back to the initial phases 
(i.e. molybdate) (Fig. 5.1 c and d for MM and CM, respectively).  In terms of the 
thermal stability, both MM and CM were thermally stable up to 600 ᴼC without 
undergoing lattice expansion or contraction. 
The effect of the cation in the molybdate structure in terms of surface porosity was 
investigated by N2 adsorption/desorption.  Both molydates showed a Type IV 
isotherm which indicated that the material was completely filled through the 
secondary capillary condensation process and which is characteristic of mesoporous 
materials. Furthermore, the molybdates showed a H1 type hysteresis loops (Fig. 5.2) 
which indicates that these molybdates consist of channels with uniform sizes and 
shapes [13] regardless of the cation choice.  In terms of the amount of gas adsorped, 
the cations had a clear effect, where the highest amount adsorped was over the CM (~ 
39 cm3/g) catalyst, followed by the MM catalyst (~ 32 cm3/g).  This might be the 
reason for the higher conversion observed over the CM catalyst compared to the MM 














Figure 5.1: XRD diffractograms for MM and CM under n-octane flow with a C:O  
                   ratio of 8:1, MM heating (a), MM cooling (b), CM heating (c) and CM  
                   cooling (d). MgMoO4 (*), MoO3 (•) CoMoO4 (*), MgO (ο), Co3O4 (█)  
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The effect of the cation in the molybdate structure in terms of surface porosity was 
investigated by N2 adsorption/desorption.  Both molydates showed a Type IV 
isotherm which indicated that the material was completely filled through the 
secondary capillary condensation process and which is characteristic of mesoporous 
materials. Furthermore, the molybdates showed a H1 type hysteresis loops (Fig. 5.2) 
which indicates that these molybdates consist of channels with uniform sizes and 
shapes [13] regardless of the cation choice.  In terms of the amount of gas adsorped, 
the cations had a clear effect, where the highest amount adsorped was over the CM (~ 
39 cm3/g) catalyst, followed by the MM catalyst (~ 32 cm3/g).  This might be the 
reason for the higher conversion observed over the CM catalyst compared to the MM 
catalyst (see Section 5.3.2). 
 
 
Figure 5.2: The effect of cation in molybdates in terms of surface porosity as  


























































5.3.2) Catalytic testing  
All the catalytic testing was carried out at carbon to oxygen atomic ratio of 8:3 (C:O) 
and a gas hourly space velocity of 4000 h-1 in a continuous flow fixed bed reactor 
using air as oxidant and nitrogen as diluent.  The concentration of n-octane in the feed 
was maintained at ~11% and the reaction temperature was in the range of 350 to 500 
C and increased at 50 C intervals. The effect of the cation in the molybdate was 
investigated by considering the n-octane conversion, selectivity to value added 
products and COx. 
The cation in molybdate did influence the activity of molybdate (Fig. 5.3 a), where at 
all the different reaction temperature studied, the highest conversion of n-octane was 
obtained over the CM catalyst.  These results agree with those reported in literature 
for CM and MM, where CM was found to be slightly more active in the oxidative 
dehydrogenation of light alkanes [6].  The effect of the cation in the molybdate was 
more profound in terms of the selectivity to different products.  In terms of the 
selectivity to octenes (Fig. 5.3 b), the most selective catalyst was the MM catalyst.  
This could be brought on due to the different basicity of those cations, since for 
octene to form it must desorb from the catalyst surface before undergoing any further 
reactions [14].  Therefore, the acidity of the catalyst plays a key role in this step.  
Since magnesium is basic, it will reduce the acidity of molybdates and therefore 
octenes will be desorbing faster from the MM surface as compared to the surface of 
CM, thus giving a higher selectivity to octenes.  The trend was different in terms of 
the selectivity to C8 aromatics (Fig. 5.3 c) (i.e. ethylbenzene, styrene and xylene), 
where CM was the most selective.  The selectivity to aromatics increased with an 
increase in the reaction temperature for both molybadates, this observation is well 
documented in literature for different alkanes and in particular for n-octane over 
vanadium based catalysts [15-17].  This trend is likely due to the high activation 
energy  required to form aromatics and could also be due to the multiple steps that 
take place to form those aromatics (e.g. cyclization and oxidative dehydrogenation 
and/or dehydrogenation) [18-20]. 
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The selectivities to COx (i.e. CO and CO2) (Fig. 5.3 d) over both CM and MM were 
similar at high reaction temperatures.  However, the majority of COx detected was in 
the form of CO2, indicating the over-oxidation of n-octane [21]. 
The space time yield (STY) for value added products (i.e. octenes and aromatics) 
(Fig. 5.4) shows clearly the effect of the different cations in the molybdates.  In terms 
of STY for octenes (Fig. 5.4 a) both MM and CM showed acceptable to good activity 
depending on the temperature.  At low temperature (below 450 °C) the CM gave 
higher STY than MM, which could be due to the superior conversion of n-octane at 
those temperatures over CM, leading to an increased mass of octenes formed.  
However, at high temperatures (above 450 °C) MM gave higher STY than CM.  This 
was expected, since MM is known to be selective to olefins [22] and at high 
temperatures (i.e. 450 and 500 °C), the activity of the catalyst increased thus 
increasing the amount of octene formed.  In terms of the STY for aromatics (Fig. 5.4 
b), CM showed the highest STY when compared to MM.  This could be due to cobalt 
being slightly more acidic than magnesium, thus promoting further reaction of 
octenes to aromatics.  The cation in the molybdate structure favours one reaction 
pathway over another as shown in Scheme 5.1.  The magnesium molybdate favours 














Figure 5.3: Effect of the cation in molybdate in n-octane ODH in terms of conversion  
                   (a), selectivity to octenes (b), selectivity to aromatics (c) and selectivity to  
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Figure 5.4:  The influence of the cation in molybdate space time yield in the ODH of  
                    n-octane for octenes (a) and aromatics (b) at carbon to oxygen ratio of 8:3  
                    and 4000 h-1 GHSV. 
 
5.3.3) Conversion at iso-thermal and selectivity at iso-conversion 
The effect of the carbon to oxygen ratio on the different molybdates was investigated 
at iso-thermally (i.e. 500 C) (Fig. 5.5 a).  CM showed the highest activity at all 













































oxygen concentration in the feed increased.  This could be due to manipulation in the 
reaction equilibrium to the direction of products formation or improving the redox 
cycle of the catalyst leading to higher activity. 
In terms of the selectivity to value added products and COx (Fig. 5.5 b) at iso-
conversion (~ 29%) at 500 C and 8:3 carbon to oxygen ratio, MM and CM showed a 
similar selectivity to value added products (i.e. octenes and aromatics).  However, 
there is a clear difference in the selectivity between MM and CM, the former being 
more selective to octenes, while the latter is more selective to aromatics.  If one 
considers that aromatics are likely formed from octenes, then this indicates that the 
octenes remain adsorbed longer on CM than on MM, allowing them to react further to 
form C8 aromatics.  This indicates the effect of the cation on the acidity of the 





Figure 5.5: Influence of the cation in the molybdate and the oxygen concentration on  
                   the conversion of n-octane in ODH at 500 ᴼC (a) and the effect of the  
                   cation in the selectivity at iso conversion (~ 29%) at 8:3 (C:O) and 500  
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5.4) Summary and conclusion  
The different cations in the molybdate structures affected the activity and selectivity 
of the molybdates in the ODH of n-octane.  The highest conversion of n-octane was 
obtained with cobalt as cation followed by magnesium.  The most selective catalysts 
to octenes was magnesium molybdate and to C8 aromatics was cobalt molybdate.  
Likely, due to the cation altering the surface acidity of the catalyst.  
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Summary and conclusion 
 
The effect of the molybdenum content in the magnesium molybdate catalyst system (using four 
different Mg/Mo catalysts) in terms of activity (i.e. conversion of n-octane) and selectivity to 
value added products (i.e. octenes and C8 aromatics) was investigated in the oxidative 
dehydrogenation of n-octane.  The Raman results demonstrated that the excess molybdenum was 
present in the α-MoO3 form, this was supported by the SEM imaging analysis where the plate 
like structures become more dominant at high molybdenum content.  In terms of the catalytic 
behavior, the catalysts with near stoichiometric Mg:Mo ratios (i.e. MM0.98 and MM1.06) 
showed the highest conversion of n-octane especially at high reaction temperatures (~ 28% at 
500 ᴼC) and in terms of selectivity trend, as the molybdenum content in the catalyst increased the 
selectivity to octenes decreased, accompanied by an increase in the selectivity to aromatics and 
COx.  This could be explained in that as the acidity of the catalysts increased, the desorbtion of 
octenes was slower leading to these molecules reacting further to form aromatics and COx.  
Those catalysts were also the most selective to octenes (~ 45%) and C8 aromatics (~ 19 %) as 
determined at iso-conversion (~24% at 500 ᴼC).  The catalyst with the highest molybdenum 
trioxide content showed the lowest selectivity to octenes and C8 aromatics.  Characterization of 
the used catalyst by Raman spectroscopy showed that the catalysts maintain their initial phases 
(i.e. MgMoO4). 
Furthermore, the effect of the oxygen concentration on the magnesium (Mg:Mo 1:1.06) 
molybdate catalyst’s activity, selectivity and stability in the ODH of n-octane was investigated.  
Four carbon to oxygen ratios were investigated (i.e. 8:0, 8:1, 8:2 and 8:4 carbon to oxygen ratio) 
in the temperature range of 350 to 500 ᴼC in 50 ᴼC intervals.  The conversion on n-octane 
increased as the oxygen concentration in the feed increased; however, the selectivity to octenes 
decreased as the oxygen concentration increased and that was accompanied by an increase in the 
selectivity to C8 aromatics and COx.  The highest selectivity to octenes (~ 58%) was obtained at 
an 8:2 carbon to oxygen ratio and the highest selectivity to C8 aromatics (~ 19%) was obtained 
at an 8:4 carbon to oxygen ratio, as determined at iso-conversion (~26%) at 500 ᴼC.  In terms of 
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the catalyst stability, the oxygen concentration also played an important role, where in oxygen 
lean environments (i.e. 8:0 and 8:1 carbon to oxygen ratios) the catalyst underwent partial 
reduction to the molybdenum trioxide phase.  Under oxygen rich environments (i.e. 8:2 and 8:4 
carbon to oxygen ratios) the MgMoO4 phase was the dominant phase (as in the fresh catalyst). 
The effect of the oxygen content in the reaction feed was again investigated using cobalt 
molybdate as catalyst in the ODH of n-octane.  The XRD analysis indicated the presence of both 
the α- and β-CoMoO4 phases and the bulk metal ratios was determined by ICP-OES to be 1:1.04 
Co:Mo.  Similar trends to MgMoO4 with respect to conversion and selectivity with changing 
oxygen concentration were observed.  Characterization of the used catalyst by Raman 
spectroscopy showed that the catalyst is stable at moderate to high oxygen content (i.e. 8:2, 8:3 
and 8:4 carbon to oxygen ratios).  The STY (space time yield) for both octenes and C8 aromatics 
increased with increase in the oxygen content in the reaction mixture. 
The effect of oxygen content in the reaction mixture for both magnesium molybdate and cobalt 
molybdate indicate that the adsorbed oxygen species improve the activity of the catalyst, 
however, that was accompanied by increase in the selectivity to aromatics and mainly COx, 
leading to the belief that the lattice oxygen is rather more selective than the adsorbed oxygen 
molecules, since under a lean oxygen environment the catalyst is more selective to value added 
products. 
Finally, the effect of the cation in the molybdate structure was investigated by comparing the 
catalysts magnesium molybdate and cobalt molybdate at iso-conversion at 500 ᴼC.  The results 
obtained showed that the magnesium molybdate catalyst showed inferior n-octane conversion 
compared to cobalt molybdate.  In term of selectivity to value added products (as determined 
under the iso-conversion conditions), magnesium molybdate and cobalt molybdate showed 
similar total selectivity to octane and aromatics.  Further breakdown of the total selectivity to 
value added products indicated that magnesium molybdate is more selective for octenes, while 









Appendix 2.1: IR spectra of the different magnesium molybdate catalyst with different  
                        molybdenum content for the ODH of n-octane at carbon to oxygen ratio of 8:3  
























































Appendix 2.2: SEM images of all four catalyst with different molybdenum content, MM0.87 (a),  














































Appendix 2.4: Selectivity to CO (a) and CO2 (b) as function of the molybdenum content and the  






































































Appendix 2.5: SEM images of all four used catalysts in the ODH of n-octane MM0.87 (a),  
                        MM0.98 (b), MM1.06 (c) and MM1.25 (d) at carbon to oxygen ratio of 8:3 and  













Appendix 3.1: The effect of C:O ratio on the selectivity breakdown of CO and CO2 in the  

















































Appendix 4.1: SEM image of the cobalt molybdate catalyst, showing the presence of both cobalt  
                          molybdate and molybdenum trioxide. 
 
 
Appendix 4.2: Raman spectrum of the used catalyst under n-octane at an 8:0 C:O ratio at 4000 h-1,      
























Appendix 4.3:  The effect of the oxygen concentration in the ODH of n-octane on the ratio of CO and  





































































Appendix 4.4:  XRD patterns of the used catalysts tested under different oxygen content in the  
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Table 1:  Example of GC standards used for calibration  
Component Purity % Supplier 
n-Octane 99 Merck 
1-Octene 98 Aldrich 
cis-2-Octene 98 Fluka 
trans-2-Octene 98 Alfa Aesar 
trans-3-Octene 98 Aldrich 
cis-4-Octene 97 Alfa Aesar 
trans-4-Octene 98 Fluka 
Ethylbenzene 99 Alfa Aesar 
Styrene 99 Aldrich 
o-Xylene 99 Alfa Aesar 
 
Table 2 : GC gaseous multicomponent standards used for calibration 
Cylinder Component Concentration % Supplier 
1 Ethane 3 Afrox 
 Ethylene 6 
 Butane 9 
 Nitrogen Balance 
2 Methane 2 Afrox 
 Propane 4 
 Propene 6 
 Nitrogen Balance 
3 Carbon monoxide 5 Afrox 
 Carbon dioxide 15 
 Nitrogen Balance 
 
Table 3: GC settings and column description used for analysis of organic products 
Column type PONA 
Column length  50 m  
Column width 530 μm 
Carrier gas He 
Split ratio 150:1 





Detector gas flows Air 450 ml/min 
 H2 45 ml/min 
Injector temperature 220 ᴼC 




Table 4: Temperature program CG method used for organic products 
Steps (ramping rate ᴼC/min) Temperature (ᴼC) Hold (min) 
1 40 15 
2 (20) 100 5 
3 (20) 200 2 
 
Table 5: GC settings and column description used for analysis of COx 
Column type Carboxen 106 PLOT 
Column length 30 m 
Column width 530 μm 
Carrier gas He 
Split flow 500 ml/min 
Detector type TCD 
Detector temperature 250 ᴼC 
Detector range 1 
Detector gas flows He 30 ml/min 
Injector temperature 180 ᴼC 
 
Table 6: Temperature program CG method used for COx 
Steps (ramping rate ᴼC/min) Temperature (ᴼC) Hold (min) 
1 40 2.5 
2 (20) 80 2.5 
 
The methods used are the relative response factor and calibration method for quantification of 
the products obtained from the reaction.  Standards used were multistandards solution where a 
number of different components (with different retention times mixed together) injected in 
different volumes to obtain calibration factors.  The relative response factor was calculated as 
shown in Eq. 1 for all compounds and used to correct for their percentage from the GC analysis.  
The calculation for conversion, selectivity and yield are shown in Eq. 2, 3 and 4, respectively.  
Relative response factor = 
௉௘௔௞ ௔௥௘௔ ௢௙ ௖௢௠௣௢௡௘௡௧ ஺ ௫ ௠௔௦௦ ௢௙ ௡ି௢௖௧௔௡௘
ெ௔௦௦ ௢௙ ௖௢௠௣௢௡௘௡௧ ஺ ௫ ௣௘௔௞ ௔௥௘௔ ௢௙ ௡ି௢௖௧௔௡௘ 
 Eq.1 
Conversion =   
௠௢௟௘ ௢௙ ௢௖௧௔௡௘ ௜௡ି௠௢௟௘ ௢௖௧௔௡௘ ௢௨௧
௠௢௟௘ ௢௙ ௢௖௧௔௡௘ ௜௡
  X 100    Eq. 2 
Selectivity =  ெ௢௟௘௦ ௢௙ ௖௔௥௕௢௡ ௜௡  ௦௘௟௘௖௧௘ௗ ௣௥௢ௗ௨௖௧
்௢௧௔௟ ௠௢௟௘௦ ௢௙ ௖௔௥௕௢௡ ௜௡ ௔௟௟ ௣௥௢ௗ௨௖௧௦





ௌ௘௟௘௖௧௜௩௜௧௬ % ௫ ௖௢௡௩௘௥௦௜௢௡ %
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Table 7:  Description of parts used in the continuous flow vertical reactor step. 
Part number Description  
1 Gas cylinders (air and N2) 
2 Pressure regulator  
3 Ball valve 
4 Pressure gauge  
5 Flow controllers  
6 One way valve 
7 Digital balance 
8 Octane container  
9 HPLC pump  
10 Pressure relief valve  
11 Heating block 
12 Catch pot 















Figure 2:  Reactor tube configuration used in the continuous flow vertical reactor step placed in  
                 the heating block. 
